


STELLINGEN

I

Boyle en Green bepalen de karakters van de projectieve representaties

van de kristallografische puntgroepen met een methode die veel omslach-

tiger is dan die welke andere auteurs eerder voor hetzelfde doel hebben

gebruikt. Als motivatie voeren zij aan dat de methode van de andere

auteurs dubbelzinnigheden bevat en dat in hun resultaten fouten voor-

komen. Dat is niet waar.

L.L. Boyle en K.F. Green, Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc.

London A288, 237 (1978)

II

Laat ü een irreducibele PUA representatie zijn van een eindige groep

G met betrekking tot de subgroup G . Laat M een matrix zijn en M de

getransponeerde van M. Indien

MD(g) = D(g)M V g é G

MD (g) = D(g)M Vg £ G\G

dan is M een veelvoud van de eenheidsmatrix.

III

Voorzetsels en lidwoorden die deel uitmaken van geslachtsnamen dienen

in het telefoonboek voluit te worden vermeld.
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IV

De uitdrukking die Rudra vindt voor het inproduct van twee verschillen-

de vectoren van een set vectoren die transformeren onder een groep G

als basisvectoren van een irreducibele UA representatie van G van type

II is gelijk aan nul.

P. Rudra, J.Math.Phys. \5_, 2031 (1974)

(formule (20))

V

De methode van Berenson en Birman voor het berekenen van Clebsch

Gordan coëfficiënten is, voor het geval er sprake is van multiplici-

teiten groter dan 1, onjuist.

R. Berenson en J.L. Birman, J.Math.Phys. 16,

227 (1975)

VI

Het verdient aanbeveling om na te gaan welke rol de groepentheoretische

aanpak van spin rooster systemen, zoals beschreven in het boek van

Gruber, Hintermann en Merlini, kan spelen in de renormalisatietheorie.

C. Gruber, A. Hintermann, D. Merlini: Group

analysis of classical lattice systems, Lecture

Notes in Physics 60, Springer-Verlag, 1977



VII

Het is zinvol de door Hoogland gegeven definities van de begrippen ijk-

equivalentie en locaal werkende representatie zodanig te wijzigen dat

de speciale rol die in deze definities wordt gespeeld door de plaats-

observabele wordt gespeeld door een volledige set compatibele observabelen.

H. Hoogland: On local and global equivalence of

wave functions in quantum mechanics, Proefschrift,

Nijmegen, 1977.

VIII

Bij de overwegingen die de overheid of overheidsinstellingen hanteren

bij het al dan niet scheppen van nieuwe of instandhouden van bestaande

arbeidsplaatsen dient een grotere plaats dan tot nu toe te worden in-

genomen door de effecten die de te nemen maatregelen zullen hebben op

de uitgaven voor de sociale voorzieningen.

IX

Het is gewenst om, ter voorkoming van misverstanden, het gebruik van

zogenaamde "dubbele groepen" te vermijden. Dit is mogelijk door in

plaats van representaties van een "dubbele groep" projectieve repre-

sentaties van de corresponderende "enkele groep" te beschouwen.

X
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Het is aan twijfel onderhevig of de vergelijkingen van Rudra en Sikdar

voor de Clebsch Gordan coëfficiënten van de Shubnikov ruimtegroepen

beantwoorden aan het doel waarvoor ze zijn opgesteld.

P. Rudra en M.K. Sikdar, J.Math.Phys. J^, 463

0976)



XI

De door Araki en Woods gegeven toestanden van het oneindige vrije

Bosegas voldoen dan en slechts dan aan de Kubo-Martin-Schwinger

conditie als de impulsverdeling van het gas de Bose-Einstein verdeling

H. Araki en E.J. Woods, J.Math.Phys. 4^ 637

(1963)

Nijmegen P.M. van den Broek

11 oktober 1979
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I. General introduction

In this thesis we will examine some mathematical aspects of the

symmetry of a physical system in quantum mechanics with special empha-

sis on the symmetry groups of charged particles in crystalline solids,

the Shubnikov space groups.

1. The role of PUA representations of symmetry groups in physics

In quantum mechanics a physical system is described by means of a

Hilbert space 3t . The states of the system are in one-to-one correspon-

dence with the rays of 7t . By definition, a ray iji is given by

C, X jf 0} (I)

for some ifi€9L . The set of rays is said to be the "ray space" Jt . The

transition probability between two states ip and § is given by the ray

inner product ifi«<£ defined by

This definition is clearly independent of the choice of the representa-

tives i|> and <j>. Let G be the symmetry group of the system. For each sym-

metry operation g of G there exists a bijective mapping T(g) from flfc

onto n. such that the transition probabilities are conserved:

T(g)$ • T(g)((> * ty'ty V i|f,<J> € ^^ (3)

Each unitary or antiunitary operator U of flt gives rise to a bijective

mapping T from TL onto <jt which satisfies equation (3). A well-known

theorem of Wigner says that each bijective mapping T which satisfies

equation (3) can be obtained from a unitary or antiunitary operator U

of % and that if two unitary or antiunitary operators U. and U_ deter-

mine the same T then Uj and U2 are equal up to a factor of modulus one

9
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(7)

(except for the trivial case where the dimension of flt is equal to one)

Therefore each T(g) determines, uniquely up to a factor of modulus one,

a unitary or antiunitary operator U(g) of tt . Since

T(g)T(g') - T(gg') Vg.g'* G (4)

we have

UCg)U(g') •= a(g,g')U(gg') Vg.g1* G (5)

where a is some mapping from GxG to U(I), the complex numbers with

modulus one, which is called a factor system of G and satisfies

a(g,gI)a(gg',g") = a(g,gI,g")a8(gI,g") l/g.g'.g'^G (6)

where a is given by

fa if U(g) is unitary

\j3* if U(g) is antiunitary

Let e be the identity element of G. T(e) maps each ray onto itself;

therefore we may choose U(e) to be the identity operator on Qt .As

a consequence the factor system a satisfies

o(g,e) = <J(e,g) - 1 tf g fe G (8)

A mapping U from G into the group of unitary and antiunitary

operators of some Hilbert space which satisfies equation (5) and for

which U(e) is the identity operator is said to be a projective unitary-

antiunitary (PUA) representation of G. A UA representation of G is a

FUA representation of G for which the factor system is equal to the

trivial one. The elements of G which are represented by unitary

operators form a subgroup G of G which is of index 1 or 2. If G

is a subgroup of index 1 (i.e. G »G) then a PUA representation and a

UA representation of G will be called a PU representation and a unitary

representation respectively.

10



From the considerations above it follows that the.Hilbert space

describing some physical system is the carrier space of a PUA represen-

tation of the symmetry group of that system. In many cases of physical

interest all the operators U(g) are unitary and their phases can be

chosen such that the factor system becomes equal to one. Then 9t- is the

carrier space of a unitary representation of the symmetry group. This

case is very well-known in the literature. However, in other cases it

is not possible to consider unitary representations; one then has to

consider PUA representations. It is the aim of this thesis to deal

with a number of problems of a rather mathematical nature which arise

when one has to deal with PUA representations in solid state physics.

The symmetry groups which we will consider consist of Euclidean

transformations and time reversal. It has been shown by Wigner (1932)

that a symmetry operation of such a group should be represented by an

antiunitary operator if and only if it contains the time reversal

operation. An example of a physical system for which the factor system

cannot be chosen equal to one is a charged particle in a crystal with

a uniform magnetic field, as has been shown by Brown (1964).

r

2. Theory of PUA representations of finite groups

Let G be a finite group and G a subgroup of G of index 1 or 2.

Let U be a PUA representation of G with respect to G with factor

system a in a finite dimensional Hilbertspace % . The phrase "with

respect to G ", which means that U(g) is unitary if g € G and anti-

unitary if U(g) ̂  G , will be dropped in the sequel.Let {<j>j,.. .<|>n} be

an orthonormal basis of r-. For each operator U(g) a unitary nxn

matrix D(g) is defined by

11



(9)

These matrices satisfy

D(g)D8(g') - o(g.g') D(gg')

where D* is defined by

D if g £ G

g.g'e

C
D* if g

(10)

(11)

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.

A PUA representation of G with factor system a can also be de-

fined to be a mapping from G into the unitary matrices of some dimen-

sion n such that equation (10) holds. The connection with the previous

definition lies in the choice of the basis {$.,...$ } of 5t . In this
1 n

section U and D will always denote operators and matrices respectively.

A PUA representation U of G is reducible if there exists a proper

subspace of ft which is invariant under U(G); otherwise U is irredu-

cible. Two PUA representations U. and U- of G in the Hilbert spaces

%,. and flt. respectively are equivalent if there exists a unitary

mapping V: flt . •* flt such that

U,(g)V - VU2(g) (12)

or, equivalently, in terms of matrices:

two PUA representations D. and D. are equivalent if there exists a

unitary matrix V such that

Dj(g)V8 - VD2(g) Vg C G (13)

It follows that equivalent PUA representations have the same factor

system.

If U is a PUA representation of G with factor system a then U',

12



defined by

U'(g) = c(g)U(g) H g i G (14)

where c is an arbitrary mapping from G to U(l) with c(e) = I is also a

PUA representation of G; it has factor system 0' with

^ j ( g , g ' ) Vg,g'6 G (15)

Equation (15) induces an equivalence relation in the group of factor

systems of G: two factor systems 0 and a1 are called equivalent if a

mapping c: G •+ U(l) exists such that equation (15) holds. The equiva-

lence classes of factor systems of G form a group which is called the

comultiplicator of G. It is only necessary to consider PUA represen-

tations of G for one representative of each equivalence class of

factor systems: the PUA representations for equivalent factor systems

are pairwise related as in equation (14).

Now suppose that G has index 2. In this case the irreducible

PUA representations of G belong to one of the following three types:

the restriction of an irreducible PUA representation of G to G , which

is a PU representation of G , is irreducible (Type I ) , is reducible

into two equivalent irreducible components (Type II), or is reducible

into two inequivalent irreducible components (Type III).

Let a be a fixed element of G\G . An irreducible FUA representation

oi" G with factor system tf of type II is equivalent with a PUA repre-

sentation which has the form

^A(g) 0

D(g)
0 v\

-V OJ (16)

where A is an irreducible PU representation of G and V satisfies

W * - -o(a,a)A(a2) (17)

13



and

i ;

where

VA'(g)V = A(g)

A'(g) - a(g,a)a*(a,a"1ga)A*(a"1ga)

(18)

(19)

An irreducible PUA representation of G with factor system a of type

III is equivalent with a PUA representation which has the form

D(g) (A(g) 0 \

0 A'(g)/
! D(a)

0 o(a,a)A(a )

1
(20)

0

where A' is given by equation (19).

An irreducible (matrix) PUA representation is said to be on standard

form if it is of type I, if it is of type II and satisfies equation

(16) or if it is of type III and satisfies equation (20). So each

irreducible PUA representation is equivalent with an irreducible PUA

representation which is on standard form.

The lemma of Schur may be generalised for irreducible PUA repre-

sentations as follows. Let D be an irreducible PUA representation of

G which is on standard form and let V be a matrix which satisfies

then

D(g) Vg = V D(g) Vgfe G

V - XI ; X € R, if D is of type I

XI l

,-ti*I X*l
; X,u C C , if D is of type II

(21)

(22)

(23)

and

V - I 1 ; X € C, if D is of type III (24)

( 1 always denotes a unit matrix).

The following orthogonality relations hold for irreducible PUA

14



representations:

dim D
6. 6. (25)
lm jn

(26)

(27)

Here |G| is the order of G and D and D are inequivalent irreducible

PUA representations of G with the same factor system. For irreducible

PUA representations of G which are on standard form extra orthogo-

nality relations can be derived; they are given by the equations

(2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) of chapter 10 of this thesis.

3. Shubnikov space groups

The symmetry groups we will consider explicitly in this thesis

are the symmetry groups of particles or quasi-particles in an external

electromagnetic field which is produced by a crystalline solid; these

are the Shubnikov space groups.

The Euclidean group in three dimensions E(3) is the group of all

Euclidean transformations of a three dimensional Euclidean vector

space. A (three dimensional) space group is a subgroup of E(3) which

has the property that its intersection with the translations of the

Euclidean vector space is isomorphic with Z , the additive group of

triples of integers, and is generated by three linearly independent

basis vectors. The subgroup H of translations of G is an invariant

subgroup of G; the quotient group K » G/H is isomorphic with a crys-

15



tallographic point group. By definition, a crystallographic point group

is a subgroup of 0(3) which leaves a lattice invariant; 0(3) is the

group of nonsingular linear transformations of the three dimensional

Euclidean space which leave the norm of each vector invariant. There

are 230 different space groups; 73 of them are semidirect products of

H and K and are called symmorphic space groups while the remaining

157 are called nonsymmorphic space groups.

A(three dimensional) Shubnikov space group G is a subgroup of

E(3) x 9 such that G f\ E(3) is a space group; here @ is the group of

order 2 which consists of the identity and the time reversal operation.

The Shubnikov space groups are subdivided into four types as follows.

The Shubnikov space groups of type I are the ordinary space groups.

The Shubnikov space groups of type II are given by G « G x 6 where

G is an ordinary space group. The other Shubnikov space groups can

be written as G = G + 6(G\G ) where G is an ordinary space group,

G is a subgroup of G of index 2 and 9 is the time reversal operation.

The Shubnikov space groups of type III are those groups for which

G\G does not contain translations of G; if G\G does contain
o o

translations then G is said to be a Shubnikov space group of type IV.

Shubnikov space groups of types II, III and IV are also called

magnetic space groups in the literature. For a detailed description

of their derivation and a tabulation the reader is referred to

Opechowski and Guccione (1965). The number of different Shubnikov

space groups of type I, II, III and IV is 230, 230, 674 and 517

respectively.

16



4. Literature

. i

In this section we will briefly discuss the most important

literature on the subject of this thesis.

Projective representations of finite groups have been treated

already by Schur (1904, 1907). In particular Schur showed that for

each finite group G a representation group R exists such that a

complete set of inequivalent irreducible projective representations

of G for a complete set of inequivalent factor systems follows

immediately from a complete set of inequivalent irreducible represen-

tations of R. Rudra (1965) has shown that each projective representa-

tion of a finite group is equivalent with a PU representation and has

given the lemmas of Schur and the orthogonality relations for irredu-

cible projective representations. Harter (1969) derived the induction

procedure for projective representations. For the PU representations

of continuous groups see Bargmann (1954).

Corepresentations, which are representations in terms of linear

and antilinear operators, are introduced in physics by Wigner (1959).

Corepresentations are a special case of serailinear representations

which occurred before in the mathematical literature (see for instance

Nakayama and Shoda (1935) and Clifford (1937)). Wigner introduced the

division of the irreducible corepresentations into three different

types, known as the Wigner classification. The theory of corepresen-

tations has been further developed by Dimmock (1963). Dimmock showed

that each corepresentation is equivalent with a UA representation, he

formulated a generalisation of the lemmas of Schur and he derived

orthogonality relations. Extra orthogonality relations for irreducible

corepresentations which are on standard form have been given by

17



Kotsev (1974).

The Wigner classification for irreducible projective corepresen-

tations has first been given by Chaldyshev, Kudryavtseva and Karavaev

(1963) and second by Murthy (1966). Murthy also showed that the results

of Dimmock for corepresentations hold as well for projective corepre-

sentations. Janssen (1972) generalised the representation group method

of Schur for PUA representations. The induction procedure has been

generalised for PUA representations by Shaw and Lever (1974). Keystones

for this procedure were already given by Clifford (1937) and by

Bradley and Davies (1968). For the theory of PUA representations of

continuous groups the reader is referred to Parthasarathy (1969) and

Cattaneo (1976).

The literature on the representations and the corepresentations

of the Shubnikov space groups is very extensive; the reader is referred

to the book by Bradley and Cracknell (1972). The characters of the

irreducible projective representations of the crystallographic point

groups have been given by Doring (1959), and Hurley (1966) has tabula-

ted a complete set of matrices for them. Projective representations

of space groups have been dealt with by Backhouse and Bradley in a

series of four papers: Backhouse and Bradley (1970, 1972) and

Backhouse (1970, 1971). A tabulation of the factor systems of the

symmorphic space groups has been given by Bradley (1973).

For the literature on Clebsch Gordan coefficients of PUA repre-

sentations see the introduction of chapter 10 of this thesis.
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5. Summary

This thesis consists of ten chapters: a general introduction and

nine chapters each of which has been published separately as a paper.

In chapter 2 a method is developed for the determination of a

complete set of inequivalent factor systems for PUA representations

of a group with respect to a subgroup of index 2 for the case where

a complete set of inequivalent factor systems for PU representations

of the subgroup is known.

In chapter 3 we determine the relation between the factor systems

of a group and those of an invariant subgroup. It turns out that a

simple decomposition can be given for factor systems in terms of

factor systems of the invariant subgroup. This decomposition enables

us to give a method with which a complete set of inequivalent factor

systems can be determined if a complete set for an invariant subgroup

is known.

In chapter 4 this method has been worked out for the Shubnikov

space groups. Here the invariant subgroup is the subgroup of trans-

lations .

In chapter 5 the finite dimensional PUA representations of the

Shubnikov space groups are treated. These PUA representations can in

principle be determined with the procedure of generalised induction.

The results of the previous chapters on factor systems enable us to

formulate this procedure in a simple way. A crucial role in this

procedure is played by the little groups. For each of the 4 types of

Shubnikov space groups we derive a formula with which these little

groups can be determined.

When these little groups are known one has to determine their

19
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allowable PUA representations. For the determination of these allowa-

ble PUA representations one has to know the irreducible PUA represen-

tations of the Shubnikov point groups. These are treated and tabulated

in chapter 6. The factor systems of the Shubnikov point groups are

treated and tabulated with the methods of the chapters 2 and 3. Their

irreducible PUA representations are obtained with the procedure of

generalised induction; here it is important that most of the Shubnikov

point groups are semidirect products whose invariant subgroups are

cyclic subgroups of the unitary subgroups.

The irreducible PUA representations can be distinguished into

three different types. It is important to know to which type an

irreducible PUA representation belongs; this information does not

follow directly from the procedure of generalised induction. There-

fore in chapter 7 the question is answered to which of the three

types an irreducible PUA representation, which has been obtained

with the procedure of generalised induction, belongs.

In chapter 8 some theorems on induced representations are

generalised for induced FUA representations, such as the subgroup

theorem of Mackey and the reciprocity theorem of Frobenius. With

these theorems it is then possible to find an expression for the

multiplicities of irreducible components in the Kronecker product of

two irreducible PUA representations. From these multiplicities selec-

tion rules follow immediately.

In chapter 9 these selection rules are worked out for the

Shubnikov space groups. For each of the four types of Shubnikov space

groups a sufficient condition is given for the vanishing of matrix

elements of irreducible tensor operators with respect to a basis which

20



transforms according to irreducible induced PUA representations of

the group.

Finally in chapter 10 we develop a method for the calculation of

Clebsch Gordan coefficients for PUA representations. These Clebsch

Gordan coefficients are needed for the calculation of matrix elements

of tensor operators with the Wigner Eckart theorem. For this Wigner

Eckart theorem we present for the case of PUA representations a new

proof.
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF FACTOR SYSTEMS OF
PUA-REPRESENTATIONS

P. M. VAN DEN BXOBK

Inttitute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijmeten, the Netherlunds

(betted July 8, 19!5)

A method is developed to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of
PUA-representatkms of a group with a subgroup of index two from the factor systems
of this subgroup.

Let G be a group which has a subgroup H of index two. A protective unitary-mti-
unitary (PUA-) representation of G is a mapping 2> from (7 into the operators on some
Hilbert space Jf such that

(i) the operator Dfjg) is unitary if g e H and antiunitary if g i H,
(it) D(g)D(g') - oig,gr)D[gg') Vg.g' e G for some mapping

o-: G x G - » V(}).

It is customary to choose D(e) - / , where e is the identity of G and / is the identity
operator on Jf. Then <r satisfies

•(?»') ™ "(«. { ) • ! V; 6 G (1.1)
and

where X* is defined by
IA if

1 if

the asterisk denoting complex conjugation.
A mapping a: GxG-* U(l) which satisfies (1.1) and (1.2) is called a factor system

ofG with respect to If. In the following, a factor system of G shall always mean a factor
system of G with respect to H. If D is a PUA-representation with factor system a and
c is a mapping from G into 1/(1) with c(e) — 1, then D'(g) » c(g)D(g) is a PUA-rep-
resentation of G with factor system

•'(fi.fi)' ^<Kfi,fi).

I
(1.3)
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Two factor systems a and a' are called equivalent if a mapping c: G -> £/(l) with
c(e) = 1 exists such that (1.3) holds. Factor systems of H are defined in an analogous
way, the only difference being the absence of the complex conjugation in (1.2) and (1.3).
The theory of PUA-representations and its use in physics is described by Murthy [6],
Parthasarathy [7], Janssen [4], and Shaw and Lever [9], [10]. Factor systems of PU-
representations are studied quite extensively [1], [2], [5], [8]. This however is not the case
for factor systems of PUA-representations.

It is the aim of this paper to determine a complete set of inequivalent factor systems
of G when the factor systems of H are known. This problem has already been attacked
by Bradley and Wallis [3], but they have not obtained the general solution.

Janssen [4] has given a method to obtain the factor systems of G in the case where
G is finite, without using the factor systems of the subgroup.

In Section 2 we reduce the problem; the results obtained here are in fact a generalis-
ation of the results of Bradley and Wallis [3].

Section 3 deals with the problem whether or not a given factor system of H can be
extended to a factor system of G. In Section 4 the problem is solved; the results are sum
marized in Section 5 and in Section 6 some examples are given.

2. Reduction of the probien

First we choose an element a0 from G\H which remains fixed in the sequel. We can
write all elements of G\H as aoh or k'a0 for some h, h' e H. Suppose <r is a factor
system of G.

The restriction <sH of a to Hx H is then a factor system of H. If cH is a factor system
of H, we may ask whether or not there exists a factor system a of G such that its restric-
tion to i f x / f is a,,. If such a exists, it is called an extension of <sH.

LEMMA 1. An extension of a factor system au of H to a factor system a of G Is com-
pletely determined by the elements a{aa, a0), a(h, a0), and <r(a0, h) for all heH.

Proof: The following relations follow immediately from (1.2):

a(aoh, h') =
a(ao,hh')a*(h,h')

a(a0, h)
(2.1)

«(h',ae)

, A')

(2.2)

(2.3)

This proves the lemma.
If these relations are substituted in (1.2), we obtain the following three equations
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for a(ao,ao), a{ao,h) and <r(A, «„):

a(k, aoh'a^oQiaok'ao1, a0)a(a0, aZlhaoh'h")o*(azlha0h', h")a(aoh'h"az', ao)a(ao, A')

= a(h, aoh'h"a51)a(haoh'h"ao1, aoM«o, h'h")o*{h', h")c(aoh'asl, « o M«o, az'haoh1)

Sh,h',h"eH, (2.4)

a(a0, hh')o*(h, h') oiflohh'az1, aoao)a(aohh'ao, a;'h"ao)tr(aohazl, Oo)o*(a0, azlh'h"ao) x

x <r*(A", a0) = o{a0haz\ a0ao)a{aaha<» a51h'h"a0)a*(h', h")x

x a*(h'h", ao)a(ao, h)o(a0hh'az\ ao)a*(ao, OZ*h"a0) VA,h',h" eH, (2.5)

o(h, aoao)a(ao, ao)c(haoao, h')a(/iaoaoh', a0h"a51)o(ha0a0h'a0h"a5l, a0)x

x <r(a0, os/teoJf^^oA'ao1, ao)a{ao, A")

= a(aB,aZ1ha<,aoh'a0h")a*(aZlha0,a0h'a0h")<r*(ao,a0)o*(a0k'a5i,a0a0)x

xo*(aoh'ao,ft")<T(h,a0)o*(a0,h')o(a0h"aoi,aa) Vh,h',h"eH. (2.6)

LEMMA 2. The equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) are equivalent to the following three
equations:

o*(h, aa)a*(a0, az1hh'a0)o(qz1ha0, asWao) o*(h', ao)a(ao, az1ha^x

x aihh1, ao)a(h, h')o(a0, azlh'ao) = 1 Vh.h'eH, (2.7)

<r*(aoteo'»a<,ao)a(a0a0, aZ^ha^iao, h)a(a0, a5'Aflo)x

x a{aohaz\ ao)a*(h, a0) = 1 VA e H, (2.8)

a(ao,ao)a(ao, aa)o(aaa0, ao)a*(ao, floflo) = 1 • (29)
The proof of this lemma is lengthy but straightforward, and is therefore omitted.
Note that for each solution a(h,a0) and c(ao,h) of (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain two

values of <T(ao,flo) from (2.9).
We have thus proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. All extensions of a given factor system a of H to factor systems of G
are obtained from the solutions a(h,a0) and <r(ao,h) of equations (2.7) and (2.8).

For eack solution of (2.7) and (2.8) there are two extensions which are given by the
equations (2.9), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3).

To obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor system of G it is only necessary to
consider extensions of inequivalent factor systems of H. This follows from the next lemma:

LEMMA 3. Let aH and <s'B be two equivalent factor systems of If, and let a bean ex-
tension of aB. Then a'B has an extension a' which is equivalent to a.

Proof: Since aB and a'n are equivalent, there is a mapping c:H'-* U(l) with c(e) = 1
such that
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Let c0 be a mapping ca: G -* UQ) with co(k) — c(h) and co(aoh) arbitrary.
Define a' by

Then a' is a factor system of G, a' is equivalent to a and o' is an extension of o'm. This
proves the lemma.

On the other hand, inequivalent factor systems of H have inequivalent extensions. So
in order to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G we have to find all
inequivalent extensions of one representative of each class of equivalent factor systems
of H.

3. Tie existence of extension
We now have to solve the equations (2.7) and (2.8).
Suppose that er is a factor system of G; then a satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). If & is defined by

for some mapping c: G -» U(i) with c(e) •= 1, then a' of course also satisfies (2.7) and
(2.8). We shall now choose the mapping c in such a way that these equations take the
simplest possible form. Let c obey

c(aok) = c*(hMao,h). (3.1)
Then

*'(«„,*) = 1 , (3.2)

and it remains to choose the restriction of c to H.
Next we define an equivalence relation in H: h and h' are called equivalent if there

is an it e Z such that c$,haz" = h'. This equivalence relation divides H into classes. Let
the class which contains h be denoted by h. If h contains p elements, then h » {agfa;*!
« « 0,1 p-l] and h = a&ha$r. If the number of elements of h is infinite, then
h m {oJAaS"| n e Z).

Let h be a class with an infinite number of elements. Choose c(h) = 1 and define c
on A by the relation

c(«S*aj>(«Sfoj", «o) - **(aS-»AflS<"-»Ma0, aS-1***-1 ' ) . (3.3)
Then we have

a'W,ao)-l VA'eS.

Suppose now that A is a class with p elements and p it odd.
Express c(a%hal") for » > l , ...,p-\ in terms of c(A) with (3.3). Then choose c(h)

such that (3.3) holds for n = p . This choice is possible since p it odd.
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Then again we have
»'(*', «o) - 1 VA' e A.

Finally consider the case where A is a class with p elements and p is even. Choose
c(A) = 1 and define c on ft by means of (3.3). Then <r'(A', a0) = 1 for all A' 6 A with
h' * A. Further,

Because <r satisfies (2.8) this can be written as

•(Mo)- f [
• •0

(3.5)

It can easily be checked that the right-hand side of (3.5) is the same for equivalent factor
systems of H.

Let Ho be a set of elements of H which contains exactly one element from each class
with an even number of elements and none from the remaining classes. Define the map-
ping A>:

if A e Ho,

1 if htH0.

Then the criterion for the existence of extensions, derived above, reads:

THEOREM 2. Let a be a factor system of H. a can be extended to a factor system of
G if and only if there is a factor system a" of H which is equivalent to tr and obeys

(3.6)

(3.7>

and

Moreover, we have constructed one extension explicitly:

THEOREM 3. If a is a factor system of H which satisfies (3.6) and (3.7), then a sol-
ution of (2.7) and (2.8) is given by

o(a0, A) - 1 and a(k, «0)

4. DeteniMtiMi of (he iaqpivaleat factor ijntaw of G

The but step for the construction of * complete set of inequivalent factor systems
of G is the construction of a complete tet of inequivalent extensions of a factor system
of H when one extension it known.
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LEMMA 4. Suppose a and a' are extensions of a factor system aK of H. Then a" is
equivalent to an extension a" of aH, with a"(ao,h) = aiao,h).

Proof: Define <J" by

•with

c(h) = 1 VA e H and c(aoh) «
o(a0,h) '

Then <r" is an extension of au, or" is equivalent to a' and

Let
erty

a"(f>0'h)

be the set of all unitary one-dimensional representations A of If with the prop-

A(h) = A(aohaz') V* e K.

THEOREM 4. J/"<r «i a factor system ofG, then all factor system a' ofG with <ry « </„
and o'(a0, h) = <r(fl0, A) ore given by a'ifi, a0) = A(h)<r(h, a0) with A e JJ(fl) and further
by equations (2.9), (2.1), (2.2) «irf (2.3).

The proof of this theorem follows directly from equations (2.7) and (2.8). If one
extension of a factor system of i f is known, we obtain from Theorem 4 a set of extensions
which contains a complete set of inequivalent ones according to Lemma 4. The only
thing we still need is a criterion to decide when two extensions of this set are equivalent.

THEOREM 5. Suppose that a and a1 are factor systems of G with

fa = OH, o(f>0, h) = <r'(ao> h) and «r'(A, a0) » A(h)o(h, a0)

yihere A e R{H). Then a and a' are equivalent if and only if there exists a unitary one-
dimensional representation Ao of H with the properties

Ao{ha?hao) - A(,h) V* 6 H and A*(aoao) -
a(aa,

Proof: Suppose there exists a unitary one-dimensional representation Ao of H with
the above-mentioned properties. Define the mapping c: G-* U(l) by c(h) = A0(h) and
c(aoh) - A*(h). Let a" be the factor system of G defined by
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Then we have

o' *)

and

O'(at,,a0).

Thus, a" and a' are identical.
This proves the equivalence of a and a'.
Now suppose <T and a' are equivalent. Then there exists a mapping c: G -* 1/(1)

with c(e) - 1 and

Define the mapping J o : ^ - » 1/(1) by Jo(*) = c(A). From a"{hlt ht) = <r(AlP A2) follows
^o(A1)/lo(A2) = <do(AiA2), so J o is a unitary one-dimensional representation of H.

From o'(a0,h) = a(ao,h) follows c(o0)c*(A) = c(a0*)- Now

Finally,

This proves the theorem.
=

c(aoao) c(aoaB)

5, Summary of results

The factor systems of G are constructed from the factor systems of H in the following
way:

Take from each equivalence class of factor systems of H one element c. Find the map-
ping D.: H -* (/(I) as indicated in Section 3. If there is a factor system a' of H which
is equivalent to a and has the properties (3.6) and (3.7), then extensions do exist and
one of them is given in Theorem 3.

With Theorems 4 and 5 a complete set of inequivalent extensions is obtained. All
these sets together form a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G.
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6. Examples

In this section we will illustrate our method with two examples.
As a first example consider the case where

G = />• = {e, a, a2, a», fl,«/?, a2/?, a3/?} and H = {e, a2, /} , a2/?} - D2

with ot* = |82 = (a/?)2 = e. JT has two inequivalent factor systems, the trivial factor
system and the factor system given by

TABLE I

e

a*

P
«*P

e

1

1

1

1

a*

1
1

- /

I

P

1

i

I

-t

«• P

1

_ /

/

1

(See e.g. Parthasarathy [7], Lemma S.3.)
H has 4 unitary one-dimensional representations, given by

TA*U II

D,

o,

e

1

1

1

1

*

j

- 1

1
- I

P

1

1
- 1

- 1

«*p

1

- 1

- 1

1

First we shall look for the extensions of the trivial factor system.
Let a play the role of a0. The set R(H) consists of the elements Dt and D3. Therefore

we have a set of 4 extensions of the trivial factor system, given by

"I

or

<ti(ot, A) «
(Tj(a, h) —

<r3(e,A)«

<r4(a, A) —

and <3j are equivalent if

/)»(Aa-'Aa) -

equivalently,

1,
1,
1,
1.

and

<r,(A, a) - 1
<T2(A, a ) - 1

«Tj(A, a) « /

<r4(A, a) - £

only if there

<*i(*» a) U L _ „
*,(/ 1,0)

3

>

>3(A),

>3<A),

isa/>t

and

<7i(a, a) '
(T2(a, a) <

tr,(a, a) =

«*(«>«) !

with

- 1 ,

- - i ,

- i ,
- - l ;

From this it follows that there are two inequivalent extensions of the trivial factor system,
ai and ff2; <ra is equivalent to <ra and <r4 is equivalent to at.
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Now let us look for the extensions of the factor system a given by Table I.
The set Ho consists of one element of the class {a1/}, /?}.
Let us choose HQ = {/?}. Then the mapping / ) , : H -* 1/(1) is given by

*><&) = 2>.(«2) - DJpPfi) - 1 and DJfi) - - 1 .

Equation (3.7) holds for the factor system a but equation (3.6) does not. Because in
our case (3.7) holds for equivalent factor systems as well, we have to find an equivalent
factor system a' for which (3.6) holds. As can be seen by a straightforward calculation
such a a' is given by

TABU III

t

«2

fi

e

I
1
1
1

a*

1
-1

1
- 1

P

1
- 1

1
- I

1
1
I
1

This a' again gives a set of 4 extensions:

aj(«, A) - 1, <ri(h, o) = /)„(*), a[(a, a) = 1,

ffi(«. A) - 1, oM, «) - DM, *i<«> « ) - - ! ,
«rj(«, A) - 1, ai(A, «) = D.{h)D3(h), <ri(a, «) - 1,
(ri(«, A) - 1, ai(A, a) = A,(A)fl,(A), <T;(a, «) - - 1 .

Again there are two inequivalent extensions, a\ and a'2. So a complete set of inequivalent
factor systems of Z>4 with respect to 2>2 is given by the four factor systems Oi,o2, o[
and a'i.

This is in agreement with the result of Janssen [4].
Finally, we will consider an example with infinite groups. Let G be the covering group

of the extended Poincare group:

C - [*• ® SL(2, C)] ® F

where ® denotes the semi-direct product and F is the group of order 4 which is generated
by S and T, the reflection of space and time, respectively. (For more details see, e.g.
Parthasarathy [7].)

Take H - [R* ® SL(2, Q ] ® F5 where f, is the group of order 2 generated by S.
Elements of H will be denoted by (a, e) and (a, S); elements of G\H by (a, T) and
(a, 57) where a belongs to Jl* ® SL(2, C).

Since all factor systems of H are equivalent, we only have to consider extensions of
the trivial factor system. There are two unitary one-dimensional representations of H,
At and J 2 , given by

J,(a, e) - Jt(a, S) - 1, A2(a, e) - 1 and Jj(o, S) - -1.
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Let the role of a0 be played by (e, T). Then from Theorem 4 we obtain a set of 4 ex-
tensions:

ffi ((*, T), A) = 1, <r, (h, (e, T)) = ^(A), «r, {{e, T), (e, T)) = 1,
*2((e, D,Ä) = 1, <r2(A, (.e, T)) = J,(A), <r2((e, T), (e, T)) = - 1 ,
<r .((«,7) ,A)-l , <r3(A,(^7-)) = J2(A)( ff3((e, J ) , (e, 7)) = 1,
<r*((e, T),h) = I, <r4(A, (^, T)) = J2(A), (r4((e, T), (e, T)) . - 1 .

where A is an element of tf. From Theorem S it is easily seen that these four extensions
are inequivalent. This result is the same as in Parthasarathy [7].
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AMrect. The relation between the factor systems of a group and the factor systems of an
invariant subgroup is discussed both for I'U and for Pi; A representations. The results are
used to discuss the factor systems of a class of magnetic space groups.

1. tntrodactio*

From the well-known results of Wigner and Bargmann it follows that the study of
projective unitary (pu) and projective unitary-anti-unitary (PUA) representations of
symmetry groups of physical systems is of great importance in physics. A natural
consequence of dealing with PU and PUA representations is the study of their factor
systems.

In this paper we will give a decomposition of the factor systems of a group which
possesses an invariant subgroup. Such a decomposition is useful for the determination
of a complete set of inequivalent factor systems, as we will show in §§ 4 and 5. For factor
systems of PU representations, decompositions have been given previously for two
special cases: by Mackey (1958, see pp 303-4 especially) for the case where the group is
a semi-direct product and by Backhouse and Bradley (1972) for the case where the
invariant subgroup is of prime order. Mackey's result will turn out to be a special case of
our result. Bradley and Wallis (1974) gave a decomposition for the factor systems of
PUA representations for the case where the subgroup is of index two and is rep-
resented by unitary operators. Both the results of Backhouse and Bradley and those of
Bradley and Wallis can easily be derived from our results.

The plan of the paper is as follows: in § 2 we give some mathematical preliminaries
to fix the notation, the main theorems are presented in § 3, and in §§ 4 and 5 we apply
the results to those magnetic space groups which are semi-direct products of a black and
white lattice and a point group with unitary elements.

2. Prelfmimrfes

Let G be a group and C,, a subgroup of G of index 1 or 2. A PUA representation of G
with respect to Gu is a mapping D from G into the operators on some Hilbert space X
such that:

(i) the operator O(g) is unitary if ge Go and anti-unitary if g^G0.
(ii) D(g)D(g') = <r(g, g')D(gg') for all g ,g ' sG for some mapping <r:GxG-»
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(iii) D(e) = /, where e is the identity of G and / is the identity operator on 5K
The mapping er satisfies

VgeG

and

<r(g, g V ( g g \ g") = o-(g, g ' g V ( g \ g")

where A* is defined by

fA ifgeGo
I A* ifg*?G«

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
A mapping cr:GxG->L'(l) which satisfies equations (2.1) and (2.2) is called a

factor system of G with respect to G(>. In the following a factor system of G shall
always mean a factor system of G with respect to G(l. If D is a PUA representation of
G with factor system cr and c is a mapping from G into (7(1) with c(e)= 1 then
-D'(g) = c(g)D(g) is a PUA representation of G with factor system

[c(gi . g2)- (2.4)

Two factor sysiems cr and cr' of G are called equivalent if a mapping c: G -»1/(1) with
c(e) = 1 exists such that equation (2.4) holds. If G() is a subgroup of index 1, i.e. G = G«
then D is a pu representation.

Now suppose H is an invariant subgroup of G and K is the quotient group G/H.
The elements of K are the cosets of G with respect to H. Elements of H will be denoted
by a, 6, c , . . . , and elements of K by a,p,y, Take for each coset a 6 K a
representative r(a), and let r(e) = e, if e is the unit element of K. Then each element of
G can uniquely be written as (a, a) if we define

(a,a) = ar(a).

Let a" be defined by

a" = r(a)ar'\a)

and the mapping m:KxK-*H by

"(0, y)

From the associativity, it then follows

m(a, P)m(c,p, y) = m(a,

and we also have

The multiplication of the elements of G is given by

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

In the following we shall write A° and A" for brevity if we mean A<<M) and AU o )

respectively.



Factor systems of group and invariant subgroup

For the case where G() is a subgroup of index 2 we have to distinguish two
possibilities:

(i) HQ G,,. In this case K has a subgroup K,, of index 2 such that (a, a) e Gn if and
only if a e Kn.

(ii) H£ GO. NOW H has a subgroup //„ of index 2 which equals //r> G«. Further,
each coset of G with respect to / / contains both elements of Go and elements of G\G0.
Therefore we may choose the coset representatives r(a) to belong to G(l.

In the following we assume such choice has been made. Then m(a, 0) e H,, for all
a, /3 e K and (a, a) € Go if and only if a e H^.

3. The Main theorems

Theorem 1.
Let at' be a factor system of G. There exists an equivalent factor system a> of G which
decomposes as follows:

m((a, a), (b, /?)) = y(a, fc")y(afe°, m(a, 0))v°*(a, p)P°(a, b) (3.1)

where y is a factor system of H with respect to Ha, visa mapping from K x K into U( 1)
and P is a mapping from KX-H into 1/(1) with the following properties:

v(e, a) = v(a, e) = 1

P(a, be) = P(a,

VaeK

VaeK,VaeH

y (*, c)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

a/3, y) _ y(m°(j3, y),
v(a, /3y) va(P, y) y(m(a, («/?, y))

(0, y)).

(3.5)

(3.6)

Proof. ; •
Define the mapping c: G -* 1/(1) by c(a, a) = o>'((a, e), (e, a)) and the factor system o>
of Gby w(g,g') = [c(g)cs(g')/c(gg')V(&g'). Thenoj((a,e),(e,a)) = l. Let D be a
PUA representation of G with factor system to. Then D((a, e))D((e, a)) = D((a, a)).
Now

, e))D((e, /

u((a, a), (6, /

= D((a, a))D((b,

On the other hand we have

»((«, e), (*", e))6>((afr", e), (

= <a((a, e), (6", e)

D((a, «))D((e, o

, e))a>a*((e, a), (e,

, a), («, P))D{(aba, e))D((m(a,

e))a,((e, a), (e, /3))D((m(a, 0), a/3))
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If we multiply these two relations on the left with D~ '{(a, e)) and on the right with
D"'((e, /3)) and combine them we obtain

D((e,a))D((b,e))

a>"«a, e), (b'\ e))a,a((ab", e), (m(«, p), e))<o"((e, a), (e, 0))

Since the numerical factor on the right-hand side depends on a and b only we may
denote it by P(a, b).

Let the mapping v: K x K -» U( 1) be defined by v(a, fi) = w((e, a), (<?, 0)) and let y
be the restriction of w to Hx H. Then y is a factor system of H, and equation (3.1) has
been proved. Equation (3.2) follows from the definition of v and equation (3.3) follows
from equation (3.1) if we take a = e; a - e and b - e; /8 = e respectively. Now from the
definition of a factor system we have

a, a)(b, 0))a>((abam(a, j

= a>((a,a), (/>c"

/3), (c, y))

y), f}y))o>'a"\(b, /3). (c, y)).

If we take j8 = e in this equation and use equation (3.1), the result is equation (3.4). In
the same way equation (3.5) follows if we take a = b — e and y = e. Finally equation
(3.6) follows if we take a = b = c = e. This proves the theorem.

The opposite of the theorem above is also true:

Theorem 2.
Let y be a factor system of H with respect to //„. Let v and P be mappings from KxK
and KxH respectively into 1/(1) such that the equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and
(3.6) are satisfied. Then the mapping o>: G xG-* U(\) defined by equation (3.1) is a
factor system of G.

The proof of this theorem is a straightforward calculation and is therefore omitted.

The question when two factor systems decomposed as in equation (3.1) are
equivalent is answered by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.
A factor system u> decomposed as in equation (3.1) is equivalent with the trivial factor
system if and only if there exist mappings d:H->U(l) and e:K-*U(\) with
d(e) = e(e) = 1 such that y, P and v can be written as

d(m(a,p))c{ap)

and

y(a,b) =

rf(ft'>>)

d(a)d"(b)
d(ab) '

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)
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Proof.
If w is equivalent with the trivial factor system then there exists a mapping c: G -* U(\),
with c((e, e)) = 1 such that

y(a, b")y(ab", m(a, (a, f})P°(a, b) =
c((a60rm(a,/?),aj8))'

(3.10)

If we define d and e by d(a) = c((a, e)) and e(a) = c((e, a)) then it follows from equation
(3.10) with b = e and a = e

c((a,/3)) = d(a)e"(/3). (3.11)

Now the equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) follow immediately from (3.10) and (3.11) by
taking the appropriate elements equal to the unit element.

On the other hand, if equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) hold for some mappings
d:H-+U(\) and e:K-*U(l) with d(e) = e(e)=l and the mapping c:G-> 1/(1) is
defined by equation (3.11) then it is easily verified that equation (3.10) holds, which
means that «i is equivalent with the trivial factor system.

k:

4. The factor system of Mack ami white lattices

In this section we shall apply the decomposition given in the preceding section to
derive the factor systems of the three-dimensional black and white lattices. Let To be a
three-dimensional lattice and let a,, a2 and «3 be basis translations for 7",,. Suppose 7"is
a black and white lattice for which T,, is the ordinary sublattice. T is then determined by
To and an extra translation a with the property 2a e T,,.

The inequivalent factor systems of Tn are obtained by Backhouse (1970) and are
given by

•y(l, *') = exp(-2 mlTAt') (4.1)

where I stands for the translation t=t[a[+t1a1+t?la?, and for the column vector with
entries t,, l2 and t3 at the same time, ST is the transpose of t and A is a matrix of the form

(4.2)
s 0

where p, r, se[0, 1).
The quotient group T/To equals C2, consisting of the elements c and a, with a2 = e.

We choose r(a) = a, so m{a, a) = 2a. For each factor system y of To we have to solve
P(a, t) and v(a, a) from equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) which now take the form

0
p
r

0
0
s

0
0
0

> yd. n
Vd,»')

v(a, a)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

From equation (4.3) it follows that y2 must be equivalent to the trivial factor system of
Tn. This restricts the possible values of p, r and 5 to 0 and j . From these eight
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possibilities only two satisfy equation (4.4). One of them is of course the trivial factor
system (p = r = s = 0) and the other is given in table 1.

Table 1.

« i <>

•2 0
1

*3 2«,+«2 0
' i *̂~ ' 3 2
«2 + «l |

«,+«2+«3 I

0
5
0
i
2
0

15

6
0
j
1
5
0

5

For the two remaining factor systems y of To we have y(t, t')/y*(t, t') = 1, so the
solutions of equation (4.3) are just the one-dimensional unitary representations of To

which are well known. For each solution P(a, t) of equation (4.3) there are two
solutions i>{a, a) of equation (4.5). The inequivalent factor systems of T can now be
derived with theorem 3 in a straightforward manner. It turns out that there are only two
inequivalent factor systems of T. A nontrivial one is given by the nontrivial y and
P(a, t) = v(a, a ) = l .

5. Factac syrtfwr of a class of magnetic space groups

As a second application let us consider a magnetic space group G which is the
semi-direct product of a point group P and the invariant subgroup T of translations,
which forms a black and white lattice, and let the nonmagnetic subgroup of G also be a
semi-direct product. The point group P acts in the natural way on T and on the ordinary
sublattice 7",, and leaves both T and T,, invariant. Of the 517 magnetic space groups
which are based on black and white lattices, 110 are of this type.

The problem now is to solve the equations (3.2)-(3.6) where H is the black and
white lattice T and K is the point group P. The elements of P may now be chosen to be
the coset representatives of G with respect to H. Equation (3.6) now tells us that v is a
factor system of P, and according to theorem 3 we can take this factor system to be real,
since every factor system of a point group is equivalent to a real factor system.
Therefore v cancels from equation (3.5) and we only have to solve P(R, t) from the
equations

, Rl2)

y(tu h)

and

The general solution P,>(R, t) of equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be written as

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)
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where Pj(R, t) is a particular solution of equations (5.1) and (5.2) and P(R, t) is the
general solution of (5.2) and the equation

P(R, t,+12) = P(R, lt)P''(R, h) ,, r2 e T, VR e P. (5.4)

The solutions of equation (5.4) are just the one-dimensional u A representations of T.
The reciprocal lattice T* of T(1 is spanned by b,, b2 and *3 where

'

The one-dimensional UA representations of T are then given by

Dk.2(l) = s'k' Dk,z(l+a) = ze"" V/eT 0 . (5.6)

The general solution of equation (5.4) is given by P(R, t) = DklKuiR)(i). The
equations which k(R) and z(R) must satisfy if P(R, t) satisfies equation (5.2)-are

R2) VRuR2eP (5.7)

and

VJl, , (5.8)

Here if is a reciprocal lattice vector which depends on /?, and R2. Equation (5.7) is
analogous to the equation derived by Backhouse (1970) for the nonmagnetic symmor-
phic space groups. In that case however k ranges through the whole first Brillouin zone,
while here k is restricted to the four vectors in A(a), which makes equation (5.7) rather
easy to solve. Only those solutions of equation (5.7) for which cr(R,, R2) -
exp(i«. K(Ri, R2)) is a trivial factor system of P have to be considered. For those
solutions z(R) must form a projective representation of P with factor system
o-'{RuR1) = exp{\m.[K{RuR2)-k(RuR2)+k(Ri) + k(R2)\). This factor system is
equivalent with a: Note that k(R). a = 0 if 2a is equal to m,, «2 or «,.

Let us now turn our attention to the problem of finding a solution to equations (5.1)
and (5.2). If y is the trivial factor system of T then of course Pj(R, t) = 1 solves
equations (5.1) and (5.2). Therefore consider the case where y is the nontrivial factor
system of T.

The factor system yR of T denned by yK(t, t') = y{Rl, Rt')y'\t, I1) is equivalent
with the trivial factor system for each ReP, since Thas only two inequivalent factor
systems. Therefore we can find a mapping cR : T-» (7(1) with cK{t0) = 1 (f0 is the unit

(5.5)

where / = ( /+l)mod(3) and k = (i + 2) mod (3). As is well known the one-
dimensional unitary representations of Tj are given by At(t) = e'1" where k ranges
through the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice:

k = a,bi + a2b2+ajb3 where a, e[0,1).

After a short calculation we find that the one-dimensional UA representations of T
are labelled by a pair (ft, z) where z e 1/(1) and ft e \(a). A(a) denotes the set consisting
of those four vectors ft from the first Brillouin zone that have the properties that 2fc is a
reciprocal lattice vector and e'*'2" = 1. For instance if 2a = at then
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element of T) and

yR(t, «') = cR«

cR is determined up to multiplication by a one-dimensional UA representation of T.
Moreover cR,(R2l)cR2(i)cR\K2{t) is a UA representation of T. Now it is easy to see that
equations (5.1) and (5.2) have solutions if and only if the cK can be chosen such that

CR] R2(* > = 1 for all t e Tand for all R,, R2 e P. A solution is then given by
<:„'(')•

Finally we have to apply theorem 3 in order to obtain the inequivalent factor
systems. The factor systems obtained so far are given by (y, v, P) where y is one of the
two inequivalent factor systems of T, v belongs to a complete set of inequivalent real
factor systems of P and P is a solution of equations (5.1) and (5.2). Let a> and at' be the
factor systems of G given by (y, v, P) and (y\ v', P') respectively. a> and <o' can be
equivalent only if y = y' and v = v'. If this is the c»x then

for some fcn £ Ma) and z<, s C/( 1). at and w' are now equivalent if and only if there exists
a It, in A(a) and a one-dimensional unitary representation d of P such that

VReP (5.9)

and

) = d2(R)eiHk" VReP. (5.10)

This shows how to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G.

li
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AMnct. The procedure of Backhouse for the determination of a complete set of
inequivalent factor systems of the symmorphic Shubnikov space groups of type I is
generalized for all Shubnikov space groups of types I and III. The results are used to obtain
a method for the construction of a set of inequivalent factor systems of the Shubnikov space
groups of types II and IV.

1. IntrodactiM

In the quantum mechanical description of a physical system an essential role is played
by the projective unitary (pu) and projective unitary-antiunitary (PUA) representations
of the symmetry group of the system, as is well known from the results of Wigner (1939)
and Bargmann (1954). PU and PUA representations of Shubnikov space groups have
been used in the theory of an electron in a crystalline potential when a uniform static
magnetic field is present (see e.g. Brown 1964, Opechowski and Tarn 1969, Tarn
1969). A natural consequence of dealing with PU and PUA representations is the study
of their factor systems. In this paper we will study the factor systems of the Shubnikov
space groups. Backhouse (1970) has given a method to derive a complete set of
inequivalent factor systems of the symmorphic space groups, and Bradley (1973) used
this method to tabulate these factor systems. Here we will extend the method of
Backhouse both to the non-symmorphic space groups and to the Shubnikov space
groups of type III. The results will then be used to discuss the factor systems of the
Shubnikov space groups of types II and IV. We will only treat the three-dimensional
Shubnikov space groups here; the extension to the case of n dimensions however is
straightforward.

2. Preliminaries

A detailed description of the Shubnikov space groups has been given by Bradley and
Cracknell (1972). They are subdivided into four types as follows.
Type I: the ordinary space groups.
Type II: the grey space groups; they contain the time-reversal operator.
Type III: the black and white space groups based on ordinary Bravais lattices.
Type IV: the black and white space groups based on black and white Bravais

lattices.
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A factor system of a magnetic or non-magnetic group G with non-magnetic subgroup
Go is defined to be a mapping a-: G x G -» U( 1) which satisfies

o-{gi,g2)<T(gig2,gT)=*<r(gi,g2g3)<r*'(g2,g3) Vg1.g2.g3eG (2.1)

and

<r(e,g)=<r{g,e)=l V g e G (2.2)

where e denotes the identity of G and A* is defined by

ifgeGo
A8 = (2.3)

Two factor systems o- and a' of G are called equivalent if there exists a mapping
c: G-* 1/(1) such that

Vg,,g2€G. (2.4)

Now let G be a Shubnikov space group of type I or HI, H its subgroup of translations
and Go its non-magnetic subgroup. If G is of type I then G = G,, and if G is of type
III then Go is a subgroup of G of index two which contains H. The Shubnikov point
groups K and AT0 are defined by G/H and Go/W respectively. The identities of H and
K will be denoted by e and £ respectively.

Elements of G will be denoted by (t,R) where I e H and R e K. We define (», i?) by
its action on space-time:

) = (Rx+t+tK;eRt)
where eR is defined by

• I - ' ,-

(2.5)

(2-6)

and IR is a fixed non-primitive translation associated with R. The multiplication of
elements of G is now given by

(2.7)') = (t+Rt'+m(R,R'),RR')

where the mapping m: K x K -* H is given by

tRR: (2.8)

In the sequel we shall write A " as a shorthand symbol for A""'.
Let r,, h and r3 be basic translations of H. Then each element tofH can be written

as t = nji+«2*2+«3'3- In the sequel we shall identify t with the column vector with
entries n\,n2 and n3. Moreover each element R of K shall be identified with the 3 x 3
matrix which represents R with respect to the basic vectors tu t2 and i3. These 3 x 3
matrices may be read off from table 3.2 of the book by Bradley and Cracknell (1972).
The reciprocal lattice H$ is spanned by bu b2 and b3 where r,. hs = 2OT5,,. A vector
*=<»,*,+02^2+03*3 of the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice shall be
identified with the column vector with entries ati,a2 and <*3.

The inner and outer products of two column vectors m and J> with elements at and
b,(i = 1,2,3) respectively are defined and denoted as usual: « . * = 2 ? , , a A and
*xb=c where c( = apk-akb, with; = i +1 (mod3) and k = i + 2(mod3).
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3. The factor systems of Skabnikov space groups of type I and III

The aim of this section is to give a method to derive a complete set of inequi valent factor
systems of G. Such a method has been given by Backhouse (1970) for the symmorphic
space groups. Backhouse used a decomposition of factor systems of non-magnetic
semi-direct product groups due to Mackey (1958). In a previous paper (van den Broek
1976b) we generalized this decomposition to factor systems of arbitrary magnetic and
non-magnetic groups. Using the results of this paper we can state the following. Every
factor system of G is equivalent with a factor system <a of G which decomposes as
follows:

, R), ( y(t, Rt')y{t + Rt', m(R, R'))v(R, R')S*(R, Rt'). (3.1)

Here y is a factor system of H, v is a mapping from KxK into 1/(1) and 5 is a mapping
from K xH into t/(l) with the following properties:

B , _, y(m(R,R'),t)

v(R, R")v(RR', R") y(Rm(R', R"), m(R, R'R"]
v(R, R'R")vR(R\ R") y(m(R, /?'), m(RR\ R"))

VReK,Vt,t'eH

VR,ReK,V,eH

-8*(R,Rm(R;R"))

VR,R,R"cK

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Note that the mapping P(R, t) from our previous paper now has been written as
S*(R, Rt). This is done in order to follow Backhouse as closely as possible.

For short we write equation (3.1) as m = (y, v, S). For every factor system y of H
and every solution for S and v of the equations (3.2)-(3,6) the mapping <a, defined by
o> = (y. v, S) is a factor system of G. Further, if o> = (y, v, S) and <u'= (y', v', 8') then
**»' = (yy', w \ 55'). Finally, a factor system a> = (y, v, 8) is equivalent with the trivial
factor system if and only if there exist mappings d: ff-*U(i) and e:K-»U(1) with
d{e) = e(E) = I such that y, 8 and v can be written as

d(t)d(f)

d(M(R,R'MRR'V

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

From this it follows that in order to get a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of
G we can restrict the factor systems of H to a set of inequivalent ones. Such a set has
been given by Backhouse (1970):

y(f,r')=exp(-2irifT4/'). (3.10)
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Here tT denotes the transpose of t and A is a matrix of the form

( 0 a3 -a2\
-a3 0 a, I

a2 -a, 0 /

where at, a2, a3e[O, k). Then we can write

yR(R
y«:*V)=expi (3.11)

From equation (3.4) it follows that the left-hand side of equation (3.11) must be a factor
system of H which is equivalent to the trivial factor system. This is true if and only if

eRR-'TAR'=A VReK (3.12)

since a factor system of a non-magnetic Abelian group is trivial if and only if it is
symmetric. Let a be the vector with entries at,a2 and a3, then equation (3.12) can also
be written as

eR(detR)Ra=a (mod!) VReK. (3.13)

From now on we suppose that A satisfies equation (3.12). Then we can write

eRR-1TARx-A=BR+NR (3.14)

where NR is an integer matrix and BR is a symmetric matrix. A particular solution of
equation (3.4) is given by

iritrBRt). (3.15)

The general solution of equation (3.4) can therefore be written as

8(R, t) = exp(-ir\trBRt) exp(2mk(R). t) (3.16)

where k(R) is a vector with entries in the interval [0,1). Defining

C(R,R) = o —o -CRK o K (3.17)

it is easy to show that exp( - vitTC(R, R ')t) is a unitary representation of H. Therefore
we may write

exp(-jri/TC(K, R')t) = exp(-2iri*(7?, R').t) (3.18)

where k(R, R') is defined by

[k{R,R')l=iCu(R,R'). (3.19)

Furthermore we have

Substituting equations (3.16) and (3.20) in equation (3.5) now gives
lT ') (mod 1)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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and equation (3.6) becomes with equations (3.16) and (3.10)

i/(R, R')v(RR', R")
HR,R'R")vR(R',R")

= exp[-2iri(mT(R', R')RTAm(R, R'R")-mT(R, R')Am(RR', R")

-imT(R', R")RTBRRm(R', R") + k(R). Rm(R', R"))]. (3.22)

For each A which satisfies equation (3.12) we have to solve k(R) and v(R, R') from the
equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.21) and (3.22). The requirement that these equations do have
solutions is a further restriction on the possible matrices A. Suppose that for some A
one solution ko(R) of equation (3.21) is known. Then the general solution of this
equation is given by

ko(R)+h(R) (3.23)

where k(R)h the general solution of

k(RR')-k(R)-eRR-lrk(R') (modi). (3.24)

From the equations (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that two solutions h,(R) and k2(R) of
equation (3.24) give rise to equivalent factor systems of G if and only if we can write

(modi) (3.25)

for some vector k. Two solutions of this type will be called equivalent. So we have to
find a complete set of inequivalent solutions of equation (3.24). This gives a set of
solutions k(R) of equation (3.21) via equation (3.23). For each such solution k(R) we
have to solve v(R, R') from equation (3.22).

The requirement that equation (3.22) has solutions is a restriction on the allowed
solutions of equation (3.24).

Suppose for some solution k(R) of equation (3.21) one solution vo(R,R') of
equation (3.22) is known. Then the general solution of this equation is given by

v(R,Rl) = i>0(R,R')v.(R,Rl) (3.26)

where n runs through the factor systems of K (which are well known, see Janssen 1972).
From the equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) it follows that two factor systems /t, and fi2
give rise to equivalent factor systems of G if and only if they are equivalent or they can
be written as

, R') (3.27), R') = exp(2wifc . m(R, R

for some vector k satisfying

RTk=eRk (modi) (3.28)

Let us now summarize how to obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of
G.

(i) Find the set of matrices A which satisfy equation (3.12).
(ii) For each matrix A of this set, find a particular solution of the equations (3.3)

and (3.21), if a solution exists,
(iii) Find the inequivalent solutions of equation (3.24).
(iv) For each matrix A from steps (i) and (ii) and each solution of (3.24) from step

(iii) find a particular solution of the equations (3.2) and (3.22).
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(v) Obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of K with the property that
no elements of this set are related as in equation (3.27).

(vi) The factor systems are now obtained from the equations (3.1), (3.10), (3.16),
(3.14), (3.23) and (3.26).

Some remarks on the different steps given above might be useful.
(i) This step needs a short and straightforward calculation, using equation (3.13).

(ii), (iv) These steps consist of finding one solution of a set of equations of the type

£«,*;= A (modi)
i

where n, € Z and A e R.
The number of equations and the number of unknowns in both cases

increases rapidly if the order of K increases. Therefore in some cases the help of
a computer may be necessary,

(iii) This step does not involve the non-primitive translations. Therefore the
solution for the Shubnikov space groups of type I can be found from the tables
of Bradley (1973). For Shubnikov space groups of type III one can start from
Bradley's solution for the non-magnetic subgroup,

(v) Here we have to analyse factor systems of K of the type

a(R,R') = exp(2wi* .«(/?, «'))•

This may be done (if necessary) using the decomposition of factor systems (van
den Broek 1976b).

Similar procedures could be constructed to obtain the inequivalent factor systems of
the Shubnikov space groups of the types II and IV. There is, however, another
possibility: one first determines the inequivalent factor systems of the non-magnetic
subgroup with the procedure given above, or, in case this subgroup is symmorphic,
these factor systems are obtained from the tables by Bradley (1973). The inequivalent
factor systems of the Shubnikov space groups of the types II and IV may then be
determined from the inequivalent factor systems of their non-magnetic subgroups.
This will be described in the next two sections.

4. Factor systems of Shalmikov space gimps of type II

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type II and G its unitary subgroup which is a type I
Shubnikov space group. The notation of the elements of G will be as in the previous
sections and the inequivalent factor systems of G are supposed to be known. Elements
of G will be denoted by ((», /?),«) where (t, R)s G, a e C2 = {e, T) and T denotes the
time-reversal operator. We define ((t,R),a) by ((t,R),e) = (t,R) and (U,R), T) =
(t, R)T. The inequivalent factor systems of G are obtained as follows (van den Broek
1976a, b, Bradley and Wallis 1974).

Every factor system of G is equivalent with a factor system a of G which
decomposes as follows:

cr(((/, R), a), («, R'), a')) = T((», R), (l',R'))N(a, a')P(a, (t\ R1)) (4.1)

where F is a factor system of G and N and P are mappings from C2 x C2 and C2 x G,
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respectively, into 1/(1) such that

H(e, e)=N(e, T)=N(T,e) = P(T, (e, E)) = 1
P(e,{t,R))=l V(t,R)eG
N2(T,T)=1

and

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

P(T,(t,R)(t',R'))

= P(T, (r, R))P(T, (l',R')W2((t, R), (»', R')) V(», R), (t\ R')eG. (4.5)

On the other hand, if N and P satisfy these relations for somejactor system F of G, the
mapping <r, defined by equation (4.1), is a factor system of G.

From equation (4.5) it follows that F must have the property that F2 is equivalent
with the trivial factor system. For such a F we can write

r'rr.

Then the solution of (4.5) is given by

(4.6)

(4.7)

where D runs through the unitary one-dimensional representations of G. The unitary
one-dimensional representations of G are given by:

D((t, R)) = exp(2irifc . f)A(/?) (4.8)

where A is a vector from the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice with the
properties:

(i)RTk=k (modi),
(ii) The factor system fi(R,R') = exp(2irifc . m(R, R')) of K is equivalent with the

trivial factor system,
and A is a one-dimensional projectivejepresentation of K with factor system ft (R, R').

A factor system <r = (F, N, P) of G is equivalent with the trivial factor system if and
only if F is equivalent with the trivial factor system of G, N(T, T) = 1 and the unitary
one-dimensional representation D of G, determined by equation (4.7), is also the
square of some unitary one-dimensional representation of G (van den Broek 1976b).

Therefore we obtain a complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G in the
following way:

(i) From a set of inequivalent factor systems of G select those elements F which
have the property that F2 is equivalent with the trivial factor system. Let us call
this set Q.

(ii) For each TeQ, find a mapping cr: G -» 1/(1) such that equation (4.6) holds,
(iii) Obtain the set of unitary one-dimensional representations of G, modulo the set

of the squares of these representations. Let us call this set 5.
(iv) The factor systems are now given by equation (4.1), where TeQ,N satisfies

equations (4.2) and (4.4) and P is given by equation (4.7), where DeS.
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5. Factor systems of Stalmikov space groups of type IV

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type IV, G its unitary subgroup, which is a type I
Shubnikov space group, and let H be the black and white lattice of G. ft is given by H,
the subgroup of translations of G and an extra translation ta, with 2/0 e H, which occurs
in G in combination with the time-reversal operator. The notation of elements of G
will be as in the preceding sections. It is supposed that a complete set of inequivalent
factor systems of G is known and that these factor systems can be decomposed as in
equation (3.1): F=(7, v, S). Let us denote this set by Q. We may assume that the trivial
factor system of G is contained in Q. Elements of G will be denoted by ((r, R), a)
where (t,R)eG and aeC2 = {e,a} with a2 = e. We define ((i,R),a) by ((t,R),e) =
(t,R) and ((t,R),a) = (t+Rto,R)T where (t+Rl0<R) acts on space vectors in the
usual way and T denotes again the time-reversal operator. For the factor systems of G
we can state the following (van den Broek 1976b). Every factor system of G is
equivalent with a factor system a- which decomposes as follows:

= F((/, R), (t',RT)n(t, RW,RT), n(a,a'))N(a,a')P(a, (|\R')) (5.1)
where (r, R)° is given by (/, /?)' = (/, R) and (/, R)" = (t+to-Rto, R),n(a, a') is given
by n(e,e) = n{e,a) = n(a,e) = (e,E) and n(a,a)-(2to,E), TeQ and N and P are
mappings from C2^C2 and C2*G respectively into 1/(1) with the properties

N(e, e) = N(e, a)=N(a, e) = P(a, (e, E)) = 1 (5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

P(a,(t,R)(t',R'))

= P(a, (t, R))P(a, (t\ R'WiC, R)\ (/', *')" )r((/, R), (f', R'))

P(a, (t, R)")P*(a, (t, R))r((t+2io-2Rt0, R), (2t0, EW*((2t0, E\ (I, R)) = 1

N2(a,a) = P(a,2t0).

For short we write equation (5.1) as <r = (F, N, P). For every Fe Q and every solution
for N and P of the equations (5.2)-(5.6) the mapping a, defined by «r = (F, N, P) is a
factor system of G. Further, if (T-(T,N,P) and o-'=(r,N',P') then mr' =
(TV1, NN', PP'). Finally, a factor system <r = (F, N, P) is equivalent with the trivial
factor system if and only if F is the trivial factor system and there exists a unitary
one-dimensional representation D of G such that P(a, (t, R)), which is now also a
unitary one-dimensional representation of G, can be written as

P(a, (t, R)) = D2((t, R))D((t0 - Rt0, E)) (5.7)

and further

N(a,a) = D((2ln,E)). (5.8)

From equation (5.4) it follows that F((r, R)a, {?, RTW((l, R), (l\ R')) must be equival-
ent with the trivial factor system of G. If we take R=R'=E it follows that y\t, I') must
be equivalent with the trivial factor system of H. Taking R - E in equation (5.5) gives
y \t, 2*o) = 1 • This means that there remain only two possible factor systems for H, as it
should be, since H has only two inequivalent factor systems (van den Broek 1976b,
Bradley and Wallis 1974). The non-trivial factor system of H which is allowed is given
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by equation (3.10) where a, =itii if 2fo = ii 'i+n2'2 + «3'3 and we suppose that t0 is
chosen such that n1( n2 and n3 are equal to 0 or 1.

From equation (5.4) it follows that

P(a,(t,R)a)

= P(a, (io-Rto, E))P(a, (I, R))r((t0-Rt0, E), (r, R)a)

(5.9)

(5.10)

Substituting this equation in equation (5.5) gives, using F = (y, v, 8):

P(a,(tn-Rt0,E))

= y*(t + 2to-2Rta, 2Rt0)y(2t0, t)y((ta-Rt0, t + tn-Rt0)

Xy*(tn-Rta,t)6(R,2Rt0).

Using the special form of y (equation (3.10)) and the fact that y2(t, 2tn) = 1 for all I e H
we obtain after a short calculation that equation (5.10) reduces to

P(a, (l0 - Rta, E)) = SIR, 2Rt0). (5.11)

A complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G is now obtained as follows.
(i) Find the subset O0 of Q of factor systems F with the property that F((f, R)°,

(t\ R'nr((f, R), 0 \ R')) is equivalent with the trivial factor system of G. A
necessary condition for F to belong to Qo is that y is one of the two allowed
factor systems of H.

(ii) For each TeQ0, find a particular solution P0(a, (t,R)) of the equations (5.4)
'and (5.11), if one exists.

(iii) A set of factor systems of G is given by a- = (F, AT, P) where F e Qo, P is given by
equation (5.3) and P(a, (t, R))= P0(a, (t, i?))A((f, R)) where A runs through the
unitary one-dimensional representations of G with the property that A((f0-
Rto, E)) - 1 for each ReK mdN satisfies the equations (5.2) and (5.6).

(iv) Obtain from this set a set of inequivalent factor systems with the criterion given
in the text following equation (5.6).
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Abttnct. The finite-dimensional PUA representations of the Shubnikov space groups are
discussed using the method of generalised induction given by Shaw and Lever. In particular
we derive expressions for the calculation of the little groups.

1. Introduction

The relevance of the projective unitary-anti-unitary (PUA) representations of
symmetry groups of physical systems is by now well known. If one considers electrons
in a crystalline potential with an external electromagnetic field the occurring symmetry
groups are Shubnikov space groups. Examples for these external electromagnetic fields
occurring in the literature are a uniform magnetic field (Brown 1964, Zak 1964a, b,
Overhof and Rossler 1968, Opechowski and Tarn 1969, Tarn 1969) and a uniform
magnetic field together with a uniform electric field (Ashby and Miller 196S, Tarn
1970). These authors however do not consider PUA representations of Shubnikov
space groups (except Brown, who derived the PU representations of the group of
translations which obey periodic boundary conditions); they construct invariance
operator groups for the Hamiltonian operator. The PUA representations of the
Shubnikov space groups correspond to a special class of UA representations of these
invariance operator groups. The derivation of these UA representations of the
invariance operator groups however is more complicated than the derivation of the PUA
representations of the Shubnikov space groups and has been given only for a special
class of invariance operator groups (Overhof and Rossler 1968, Opechowski and Tarn
1969).

This paper will be devoted to the study of the finite-dimensional irreducible PUA
representations of the Shubnikov space groups. Although infinite-dimensional
irreducible PUA representations exist we note that if we apply periodic boundary
conditions, as is usually done, the groups become finite, and therefore the irreducible
PUA representations are finite-dimensional. However, we will not impose periodic
boundary conditions, but consider only finite-dimensional PUA representations. Our
main tool will be the method of generalised induction, given by Shaw and Lever (1974).
In S 3 we will describe this method briefly, making use of the decomposition of factor
systems given in a previous paper (van den Broek 1976).
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2. Preliminaries

Let G be a group and Go a subgroup of G of index 1 or 2. A PUA representation of G
with respect to Go is a mapping D from G into the operators on some Hilbert space SK
such that:

(i) D(g) is unitary if g e Go and anti-unitary if gi Go',
(ii) D(g)D(g')=tr(g, g')D(gg') for all g,g'zG for some mapping <r: C x G-» U(l);
(iii) D(e) = /, where e is the identity of G and / is the identity operator on DC.

The mapping o is called a factor system of G with respect to Co and satisfies

VgeG
and

8") = Vg,g',g"eG

(2.1)

(2.2)

where- A * is defined by

I
I
A
A* l }

ifgeGo
ifgfSGo

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
In the sequel we will drop the phrase 'with respect to . . . ' wherever it is clear which

the appropriate subgroup of index 1 or 2 is.
A factor system <r of G is called trivial if it can be written as

0-(g,g') = c(g)c*(g')<r'(gg') Vg,g'eG (2.4)

for some mapping c: G-* 1/(1).
Two factor systems a and tr' are called equivalent if aa'~' is trivial.
From now on we suppose that the Hilbert space X is finite-dimensional.
Let Ui, ...,<„} be an orthonormal basis of Sf. For each operator D(g) a unitary

n x»t matrix 3>(g) is defined by @,y(g) = te, D(g)e,). The matrices 3(g) form a PUA
matrix representation or PUAM representation of G:

®(g)3e(g') = o-(g,g')®(gg') (2-5)

where 3>* is defined by

(9 ifgeGo (

19* if g*G0. '

A PUA representation D of G is reducible if there is a proper subspace SIC of X which
is invariant under D(G); otherwise D is irreducible. Two PUA representations D\ and
£>2 of G are equivalent if there exists a unitary matrix 5 such that

S1(g) = S-'32(g)S«. (2.7)

In the sequel we shall identify equivalent PUA representations, and also identify a PUA
representation with the corresponding PUAM representation.

To conclude this preliminary section let us remark that we only need to consider
factor systems of finite order to obtain the finite-dimensional PUA representations of a
group. To see this, take the determinant of both sides of equation (2.5)

[det S>(g)Idet 3Hg')Y = v"(g, g')[det 2>(gg')]

if 2 is n-dimensional; this means that <r"(g, g') is a trivial factor system.
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3. Generalised induction

In this section we will describe briefly the procedure of generalised induction given by
Shaw and Lever (1974), with the help of the decomposition of factor systems given by
the author (van den Broek 1976). Let G be a group, Go a subgroup of G of index 1 or 2
and H an invariant subgroup of G of finite index. Let K be the quotient group G/H.
The elements of K are the cosets of G with respect to H. Elements of H will be denoted
by a, b, c,... and elements of K by a, f), y,

In the case where / / g <5Qwe suppose that the coset representatives are chosen to lie
within Go. Then each element of G can uniquely be written as (a, a) if we define

(a,a) = ar(a). (3.1)

Let a" be defined by

a°=r(a)ar\a) (3.2)

and the mapping m: K x K -* Ho by

r(a)r(/3) = m(<*,/3)r(a/3) (3.3)

where H0=HH Go.
The multiplication in G is now given by

) = (abam(a>p),a0). (3.4)

In the following we shall write A", A", 2" and 3)" for brevity if we mean A'"*', A<e'"\
3>{°-'} and 3>('-a) respectively (see equations (2.3) and (2.6)). Let o- be a factor system of
G with respect to Go. We may choose a from its equivalence class in such a way that

*((a, a), (b, p)) = y(a, b°)y(ab", m(a, /3)K*(a, P)P"(a, b) (3.5)

where y is the restriction of cr to HxH and v and P are mappings from, respectively,
KxK andKxHto £/(l)givenby i>(et, p)=<r((e, a), (e,0)) arid P(a,b)=<r((e,a),
(b, e)) (van den Broek 1976).

This decomposition for a holds if and only if a((a, e), (e, p)) = 1 for all a e H and all
peK.

It will be supposed that a is of finite order and that the irreducible PUA representa-
tions of H with respect to Ho with factor system y are known.

Let 3) be an irreducible PUA representation of H with factor system y. For each
a e K the irreducible PUA representation Si, of H is defined by

®.(a")=a>"(a)<r((a°, e), (e, a))o-*((«, a), (a, c» (3.6)

which can be put in the form

3/a(a°) = 3i"(a)P*(a,a) (3.7)

using equation (3.S).
2a also belongs to the factor system y. The set {Ba \a e K} is called the orbit of 2.

The elements a e K for which 3) and 3>a are equivalent form a subgroup Ko of K. The
little group L of 3) is defined by

L={(a,a)\a<=H,aeK0}. (3.8)

Lisa subgroup of G which contains H but is not necessarily an invariant subgroup. An
irreducible PUA representation D of L with factor system crlL x L is called allowable

\
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if DlH = n3> for some integer n, i.e. if the irreducible components of the restriction of
DtoH are all equal to S>. Now we shall define the induced PUA representation £>f G of
the allowable PUA representation D of L.

Let gt - e, g2,..., ft, be left coset representatives of G with respect to L. Then
G = lf.lgiL.

Let IT be the representation space of D, let 5ft = ST for i = 1 , . . . , p and let K, be a
fixed mapping from 9T to #5 which is unitary if g, e Go and anti-unitary if &£ Go. The
representation space of D f G then is 3P=5?.. i ®%t and (£)|G)(g) is given by its action

(3.9)

(3.10)

The procedure of generalised induction now is as follows:
(i) divide the irreducible PUA representations of H with factor system y into orbits

and take from each orbit one element 3);
(ii) determine the little group Led 2;

(iii) find the allowable PUA representations of L;
(iv) induce these allowable PUA representations to G.

In this way all irreducible finite-dimensional PUA representations with factor system
or are obtained.

Let us finally call attention to step (iii) in the induction procedure. We restrict
ourselves to the case where H £ Go. For any aeK0 there exists a unitary operator U(a)
such that

(£>tG),(g) = cr(

where / is such that gj^ggi e L .
Another way of defining £ > | G is in terms of matrices:

0

:<*)• (3.11)

Define U(a, a) = 3)(a)U(a) tor all (a,a)eL. Then U(a, a) is a PUA representation of
L with a factor system ta which may be shown to be of the form

«((«, a), (b, fi)) = y(a, b")y(ab; m(a, , p)P(a, b). (3.12)

The factor system (tritf, x.L))a*otL thus reduces toafactorsystem(>'//t)(a,/3) of/f0-
The irreducible allowable PUA representations of L with factor system <r\(L x L ) are
now given by U(a, a)®E(a), where E runs through the irreducible PUA representa-
tions of Ko with factor system pp. *. So step (iii) of the generalised induction procedure
in the case where H^G0 reduces to the computation of U(a), /t.(a,fi) and the
irreducible PUA representations of Ko with factor system vfi*.

4. The PUA represeatatioot of the SfaMMkor tyace povfc af fype I aa4 I I I

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type I or III, H its subgroup of translations and Go

its non-magnetic subgroup.
The Shubnikov point groups K and Ko are defined by G/H and Go/H respectively.

The identities of H and K will be denoted by e and E respectively. Elements of G will
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be denoted by (t,R) where teH and ReK. We define (t,R) by its action on
space-time:

(t,R)(x;t) = (Rx+t+tR;eRt) (4.1)

where cR is defined by

1
l - l if j

and tR is a fixed non-primitive translation associated with R. The multiplication of
elements of G is now given by

(f, /?)(*', R') = (t+Rt'+m(R, R'), RR') (4.3)

where the mapping m: K x K -» H is given by

m(R, R') = tR + / ? / „ - tRR- (4.4)

Let fi, C2 and h be basic translations of H. Then each element t of / /can be written as
r = «i*i+n2r2+i3f?. In the sequel we shall identify t with the column vector with
entries nt,n2 and n3. Moreover each element R of K is given by the 3 x 3 matrix which
represents /{with respect to the basic vectors tui2 and f3, which is also denoted by R.

Let <r be a factor system of G. From a previous paper (van den Broek 1977, to be
referred to as I) it follows that we can choose a from its equivalence class in such a way
that

a((r, R),«', R')) = y(t, Rt')y(t+Rt', m(R, R'))HR, R')P(R, ?) (4.5)

where

Here A is a real antisymmetric 3 x 3 matrix

0 a3 -a2\

(4.6)

-a3 0
"2 -a\ 0

and »T denotes the transpose of t.
Furthermore for each ReK there exists a symmetric 3 x 3 matrix BR with half-

integer elements and a column vector k(R) such that

and

ei ti?" l r/l/?"1-/i=B' t (modi)

P(R, t) = exp(mlTRTBRRt) exp(-2iri*(/?). /

(4.7)

(4.8)

So the factor system <r is given by the matrix A, the vectors k(R), the matrices B* and
the mapping v: KxK-> U(l). These quantities are obtained if one determines the
factor systems of G as is done in I and are supposed to be known in the sequel.

At this point we should note that we can take advantage of the fact that we are still
able to choose the basic translations in a convenient way. For, since the column vectors
1 and the matrices R depend on the choice of the basic translations, also the quantities
that determine the factor a depend on this choice. Suppose we take another set of basic
translations u i, ti2 and »3. Then a translation represented by I with respect to the old set
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of basic translations will be represented by t' = St with respect to the new set where S is
an integer matrix with det S = ±1. The matrices R are transformed into R' = SRS'1.
From equation (4.6) it follows that the matrix which determines y now becomes
A' = S"1 rA5"'. From the equations (4.7)and (4.8) it follows that BR and *(/?)change
into S'^B^S"1 and S~1TJk(R) respectively. Since A is antisymmetric, A' is also
antisymmetric and can be written as

/ 0 a'3 -a'2

A'= \-a'3 0 a',
*\ a'2 -a\ 0

We will show that the basic translations, and thus the matrix S, can be chosen in such a
way that ai = a'2 = 0. Let the vectors u and «' be given by (au a2, a3) and (a\, a'2, a'3)
respectively. Then from A' = S~1TAS~l it follows «' = (det S)Sa.

Since y is a factor system of finite order it follows that the entries of a and a' are
rational. Therefore we can find a vector M which is a multiple of a and has integer
entries which are relatively prime. Now we choose as new basic translation u3 the
translation which is represented by N with respect to t\, t2 and t3; »i and u2 are chosen
arbitrarily. Now Su =(0,0,1) and since a' is a multiple of Su it follows a\=a'2 = Q.
Therefore in the sequel we may assume that the basic vectors are chosen in such a way
that a, = a 2 = 0. The factor system y of H is then given by a3 which is a rational
number, so we can write a3 = m/2N where m and N are integers with no common
factor.

The PU representations of H with factor system y may be determined with the
generalised induction procedure, starting from a subgroup of H where y is trivial,
analogous to the derivation by Opechowski and Tam (1969) of the unitary vector
representations of their invariance translation operator group. However, from the
results of Opechowski and Tam the PU representations of H with factor system y may
be read off immediately; they are all N dimensional and labelled by a vector k, the three
components of which run through the interval [0,1). Their matrix elements are given
by

if - iis integer
(4.9)

0 otherwise.

The character xk(t) = ̂ Jli [Dk(t)]u is given by

. Nexp|2ir i ( -rf f ,+-^J2+M3-^»i i : if both £ and £ are integer
• ( 4 1 0>{ 0 otherwise.

So the characters are different from zero only on the subgroup Hi of H of index N2

given by
Hi = {* e H\h = niN; t2 = n2N; nu n2 integer}. (4.11)

According to equation (3.6) we define for each ReK
k i ~% (4.12)
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The character *«(') of D%(l) is given by

r't). (4.13)

D% and Dk are equivalent if and only if XR ~ Xk< ° r

x"(t)P(R,R~tt)=lx''{R~lt)]R VreH. (4.14)
Now H\ is invariant under the matrices R of K. This can be seen as follows: from
equation (4.7) we have

eR(detR)Rm=m (modi) (4.15)

if * is the vector with entries aua2 and a3. With a i = «2 = 0 and a3 = m/2iV it follows

€=0 (modAO- (4.16)

/M,v
Therefore RJ 01 belongs to Hi and thus Rl M21 also belongs to Hi. This means that

W V tj
we only need to consider equation (4.14) for teHu Let the matrix Q be defined by

(N 0 0\
0 N 0 )
0 0 1 /

(4.17)

then the elements of //j can be written as Qt where teH. The equations (4.14) and
(4.10) now become respectively

X"(RQt)P{R,Qt)=lX''m)* VteH (4.18)

and

**(Q0=JVexp[2iri(*. r-imM,fa)J. (4.19)

Substituting the equations (4.19) and (4.8) in equation (4.18) gives

'ifKmNtit2+yrORrBRROt-{mN(OlROl)1(O-1ROt)2 (mod 1)
(4.20)

Let us denote the right-hand side of this equation by f(i), then

f(t+f)-f(t)-f(ll)"ieKmNtra'+tTQR'TBRRQt'-imNtrORTQ'1CQ-lRQt'
(4.21)

where

•j l 0 Oj.
\0 0 0/

This can be written as

f(t+t')-M-fU')~tTDt' (4.22)

n
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where the matrix D is given, if we use equation (4.7), by

D=leKmffC-2
imNQRTQ-1CQ-1RK+citQAQ-QRTARQ (modi) (4.23)

or

D=eR(imNC+QAQ)-ORTQ-l(imNC+QAO)Q-lRO (modi). (4.24)

But

0 OJ.
0 0 0/

(4.25)

So the matrix D has only integer entries. This means that/(I+1') -f(t) -/(*') is integer
and therefore we may write

f(l)=l(R).t (modi).

From the definition of f(t) it follows that we can choose /(/?) by

(4.26)

(4.27)

Equation (4.20) now becomes

eRk. t+k(R). RQt-k.Q1RQt = l(R).t (modi). (4.28)

and we finally obtain

eRk+QRTk(R)-QRTO~'k-l(R) = 0 (modi). (4.29)

So ZJ* and Djt are equivalent if and only if equation (4.29) holds. This gives us the orbit
and the little group of £>*, and therefore the finite-dimensional PUA representations of
G are obtained with the generalised induction procedure.

5. The PUA repretcHlatioM of the Shahaikov space groapg of type II

Let & be a Shubnikov space group of type II and G its unitary subgroup which is a type I
Shubnikov space group. The notation of the elements of G will be as in the previous
section. Elements of G will be denoted by (I, R, a) where (!,R)eG,aeC2 = {e, T} and
T denotes the time-reversal operator.

We define (t, R, a) by (/, R, e) = (t,R) and (/, R, T) = (t, R)T.
Let &> be a factor system of G. From I it follows that a> may be chosen from its

equivalence class in such a way that

«((», R, a), (I', R', a'))=<r(«, R), ($', , a')M(o, (r1, J?')) (5.1)

where a is a factor system of G with the properties described in the previous section and
jV and M are mappings from, respectively, C2xC2 and C2xG into (7(1) with the
properties

N(e, e) = N(e, T) = N(T, e)=M(T, («, £)) = 1 (5.2)
(5.3)
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and

M(T,

M(T, (t, R)MT,«', R'))a\t, R), (»'. /?')) #, R), (/', R1) e G.

(5.4)

Since H is an invariant subgroup of G and <a({t,E,e),(e,R,a))=l we may also
decompose <o as follows

, a

•8 :

i.

(5.5)

where (K, a) stands for the coset with representative (e, R, a). Here f "*'"' equals Rf and
«((R, a), («', a')) is equal to «(/?, /?'). From the equations (5.1), (5.2) and (4.5) we
obtain

, « ) , t) = P(R, t)M(a, (t, E)). (5.6)

Now for each irreducible PV representation D* of H with factor system y we define
^5«.«) by

DtK..)(t)=[D"{t)rP*iR,t)M*{a,(t,E)). (5.7)
Reasoning along the same lines as in the previous section it follows that Dk and £><*«,„>
are equivalent if and only if

X
k{ROt)P(R, Qt)W«, (Qt, E)) = Dr*(Or)r. (5.8)

From the equations (5.4) and (4.5) it follows

M(T, t+t')=M(T, t)M(T, t')y\t, t'). (5.9)

So y2 is a trivial factor system of H, and therefore a j = 0 or i, so m/N = 0 or |. Since now

(5.10)

(5.11)t)

we can write M(T, t) as

M{T,t) = exp{2m~ht2y

for some vector k(T) which is determined by the factor system to. Substituting the
equations (4.19), (4.8) and (5.11) in equation (5.8) gives

*(a)k.t-k. Q-tRQt+k(R).RQl-k(a).Ql

=hmNt,tI+itTQRTBKRQt-kmN(Q-1RQt),(Q-1RQt)2 (mod 1).(5.12)

Here e(a) is given by c(e)> 1 and t(T) =-I; k(a) is given by k(T) and the zero vector
k(e). Just as in the previous section the right-hand side of equation (5.12) is equal to
I(R). r(mod 1) where I(R) is given by equation (4.27). We finally obtain

e(a)k-QRTQ-lk+QRTk(R)-Qk(a)-HR)=O (modi) (5.13)

as the equation which determines the orbit and the little group of Eh.
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6. The rvA. repreieatatioas of the Sfcubaikov space groups of type IV

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type IV, G its unitary subgroup, which is a type I
Shubnikov space group, and let H be the black and white lattice of G. H is given by H,
which is again the subgroup of translations of G, and an extra translation t0, with
2loeH, which occurs in G in combination with the time-reversal operator. The
notation of the elements of G will be as in the preceding sections. Elements of G will be
denoted by (f, R, a) where (I, R)eG and a eC2 = {e. a} with a2=e. We define (t,R,a)
by (t, R, e) = (f, R) and (r, JR, a) = (» +/?*0» R)T where (f+K/o> K) acts on space vectors
in the usual way and T denotes again the time-reversal operator.

Let at be a factor system of G. From I it follows that <a may be chosen from its
equivalence class in such a way that

=<r((r, R), (t\ RTMU,R)(l', RT,»(«. «'))N{a,a')M(a, (/',«')) (6.1)

where <r is a factor system of G with the properties described in § 4, (t, R)° is given by
(t,R)'=(t,R)and(t,R)'=(t+to~Rto,R),andn(a,a')\s&\enbyn(e,e) = n(e,a) =
n(a,e) = (e,E) and n(a,a) = (2to,E). Furthermore the mappings N and M from
C2XC2 and C2XG respectively into {/(I) have the following properties:

N(e, e) = N(e, a)=N(a, e)=M(a, («, £)) = 1 (6.2)

P(e,(f,/i))=l V(r,/?)eG (6.3)

and

M(a, (1, ', R'))=M(a, (r, R))M(a, ( , R)', ( I',R')).
(6.4)

Just as in the previous section we obtain equation (5.5), the only difference being that
here • is given by

«((/?, a), (R1, «')) = «(/?. /?')+S(a)/?[fo-«(a')/?'fo]-
Here S and e are given by S(e) = 0,8(a)= 1, «(<)= 1 and e(T) = - l . Also equation
(5.6) is valid here which means that I\V«) again is given by equation (5.7). From the
equations (6.4) and (4.5) it follows

M (a, t+t')" M{a, t)M(a, flyHt, ?). (6.5)

So the situation is completely analogous to the situation in the previous section; we can
write

M(o, exp(2iri*(a). t)

and the final result is that Dk and £>*«,„) are equivalent if and only if

e(a)k-QRrQ-lk+QRTk(R)-Qk{a)-HR) = O (mod 1).

(6.6)

(6.7)

I thank Dr T Janssen for reading the manuscript.
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1.

AMnct. The irreducible FUA representations of the Shubnikov point groups are tabulated
using- the procedure ofgeneralised induction and Ihe decomposition theory of factor systems.

It is by now well known that in the quantum mechanical description of a physical system
an essential role is played by the projeclive unitary-antiuniury (PUA) representations of
of the symmetry group of the system. The PUA representations of the Shubnikov space
groups are important if one considers for instance a charged particle in a crystalline
potential with an external magnetic field (Tarn 1969).

The irreducible PUA representations of the Shubnikov space groups may be derived
by the procedure ofgeneralised induction (Shaw and Lever 1974, van den Broek 1977)
starting from the subgroup of translations. To apply this procedure one has to know the
irreducible PUA representations of the Shubnikov point groups.

The irreducible UA representations of the Shubnikov point groups have been given by
Bradley and Cracknel! (1972). Hurley (1966) has tabulated the irreducible PU representa-
tions of the ordinary point groups. A complete tabulation of the irreducible PUA repre-
sentations of the Shubnikov point groups has however not previously been given. To
provide this tabulation will be the aim of this paper.

Since the number of inequivalent factor systems of the Shubnikov point groups may
be very large (up to 128) it would take a lot of space to give for each Shubnikov point group
the irreducible PUA ̂ presentations for each of the inequivalent factor systems. Instead
we will only give in our tabulation the material which will enable the reader to construct
the factor systems and the irreducible PUA representation himself, using the procedure
ofgeneralised induction and the decomposition theory of factor systems (van den Broek
1976).

We will first treat those Shubnikov point groups which are semidirect products where
the invariant subgroup is a cyclic subgroup of the non-magnetic subgroup. The groups
which fulfil this requirement are said to be of type A. Starting from a cyclic non-magnetic
subgroup has the advantage that it has only trivial factor systems and one-dimensional
irreducible unitary representations. The requirement that the Shubnikov point group is a
semidirect product leads to an enormous simplification of the labelling of the inequivalent
factor systems.

There are 47 Shubnikov point groups, if isomorphic groups whose non-magnetic
subgroups are also isomorphic are identified. The five cyclic ordinary point groups need
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of course not to be treated. Of the other 42 Shubnikov point group (listed in table 1) 34
are of type A. The procedure of generalised induction and the decomposition theory of
factor systems for these groups is described briefly in §3. Tables for the irreducible PUA
representations of these groups ate given in §4.

Among the remaining eight Shubnikov point groups there are two ordinary point
groups: T and O. Although their irreducible nj representations are already known
(Hurley 1966, Bradley and Cracknel! 1972) they are given in §5 for the sake of complete-
ness. For the remaining six Shubnikov point groups, which are said to be of type B, we
may assume now that the irreducible PU representations of their non-magnetic subgroups
are known. In §6 we will describe briefly how the irreducible PUA representations of a
Shubniko v point group whose non-magnetic subgroup is of index 2 can be obtained from
the irreducible PU representations of the non-magnetic subgroup. Tables for the irreducible
PUA representations of the Shubnikov point groups of type B are given in §7. Finally we
discuss in the Appendix the problem of how to find a relation between an arbitrary factor
system and the factor systems used in the tabulation. But first we give in the next section
some mathematical preliminaries.

2. PrdiaiMries

Let G be a finite group and Go a subgroup of G of index 1 or 2, called the non-magnetic
subgroup of G. A PUA representation of G with respect to Go is a mapping D from G to the
complex unitary matrices of some dimension n such that:

(i) Die) = / (2.1)

where e is the identity of G and / is the n-dimensional unit matrix;

(ii) Dig) D*fe') = <% g') Diag") Vg, g'eG

for some mapping a:G x G -• 1/(1). Here D* is defined by

v \ D if geG0

ID* if g4G0

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The mapping a is called a factor system
of G with respect to Go and satisfies

(2.2)

(2.3)

VpeG (2.4)

and

9', g") - <% ffV) ff'te'. 0") V9, g\ g" e G (15)

where o* is defined as in equation (2.3). In the following we will drop the phrase 'with
respect to . . . ' wherever it is clear which is the appropriate non-magnetic subgroup.

A factor system a of G is called trivial if it can be written as

for some mapping c:G-* 1/(1). Two factor systems a and<r' are called equivalent if O-'CT~'
is trivial. Two PUA representations Dl and D2 are equivalent if thereexistsa unitary matrix
S such that

(2.7)
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A PUA representation D of G is reducible if/) is equivalent with a PUA representation D'
which can be written in the form

otherwise D is irreducible.

\0 D2(g)J
VgeG; (2.8)

#4

3. Generalised iadurtion and decoMposition of factor systems for Sfcataikov point grovps
of type A

Suppose that G is a semidirect product:

G = H A K (3.1)

where /f is a cyclic subgroup of Go. Elements of G are denoted by hk where A e H and
fe e K. Since H has only trivial factor systems, each factor system of G is equivalent with a
factor system of the form

'; o(hk, h'k') = v{k, k') Pk{K) ' (3.2)

where v is a factor system of AT with respect to Ka = GJH and {Pt} is a set of one-dimen-
sional representations of// which satisfy

Pa.(h) V/ie//, Vfc,KeK. (3.3)

(This follows from theorem 1 of van den Broek (1976)).
If a and a' are two factor systems of G with the above property: o\hk, h'k') =

v(k, k') Pk(h') and o'{hk, h'k') = v'(fe, k') P'k{h') then a and a' are equivalent if and only if v
and v' are equivalent and there exists a one-dimensional representation Q of H such that

Fk{h) P*{h) = *(khk- Vft6 tf, (3.4)

(This follows from theorem 3 of van den Broek (1976)).
Therefore we define two solutions {Pk} and {/̂ } of equation (3.3) to be equivalent if a

Q exists such that equation (3.4) holds. A complete set of of inequivalent factor systems of G
is then given by equation (3.2) if v runs through a complete set of inequivalent factor
systems of K and P runs through a complete set of inequivalent solutions of equation
(3.3).

The procedure of generalised induction now goes as follows (Shaw and Lever 1974,
van den Broek. 1977). Consider a factor system a of G which satisfies equation (3.2). For
each irreducible representation F of H, which is one-dimensional since H is abelian, the
representation F, of H is defined for each k s K by

->hk) VheH (3.5)

and the orbit of;F is^defined to be {T^k e £} . M(r) is the subgroup of K defined by

,| |* and the little group L(j) is defined by

=-{hk\heH,\

(3.6)

(3.7)

^«' - '
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The allowable PUA representations olUV) are defined by

where A runs through the irreducible PUA representations of M(T) with factor system v.
Suppose

0 = £ afi(r) (3.9)

where {gl = e, g2,... gr} is a set of left coset representatives of G with respect to HV).
If D is a PUA representation of UD with factor system c then the induced PUA repre-
sentation 0 1 G of G is defined by

lggk) if gj'gg,,
(3.10)

and belongs also to the factor system tr. A complete set of irreducible PUA representations
ofG with factor system a is obtained by inducing all the allowable PUA representations
ofUT) to G for one representative P of each orbit

Now it is clear what information is needed in order to be able to write down the
matrices of all the irreducible PUA representations of G:

(i) a complete set of inequivalent solutions of equation (3.3);
(ii) for each such solution a set of representatives of the orbits of the irreducible

unitary representations of H;
(hi) for each such representative F the group M(f);
(iv) for each group JVf(F) all its irreducible PUA representations.
For each irreducible PUA representation A of M(F) one obtains an irreducible PUA

representation D\G with the equations (3.8) and (3.10). The factor system a of D ] ti is
given by equation (3.2) where v is the factor system of A.

The information (\\ (ii) and (Hi) will be tabulated in the next section for each Shubnikov
point group of type A. It is supposed that the irreducible PUA representations of the groups
M(T) are already known. In some cases however they must be determined with the methods
described in this paper; so then one has to apply these methods more than once.

•;

In table 1 all Shubnikov point groups G with their non-magnetic subgroups Go and their
defining relations are given. £ always denotes the identity of G. Of the Shubnikov point
groups of type A also the cyclic invariant subgroup HrK = G/H, and Ko = GJU are
given. Also the generators of Go, H and K are given. In the three columns after the column
of Ko we give respectively the number of inequivalent factor systems of G, the number of
inequivalent factor systems of K and their quotient, which is the number of inequivalent
solutions of equation (3.3).

The tables 2.1-2.42, where the last number corresponds to the number in the first
column of table 1 of the group under consideration, contain the following information:
the inequivalent solutions of equation (3.3) are given in the first column, where for each
generator of K an irreducible representation of H is given; for each of the inequivalent
solutions of equation (3.3) the second column gives representatives of each orbit of
irreducible representations of H together with the generators ofgje corresponding groups
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r,
r0

»,c
c
«,c
c
c
«
BC

E

TakkZU
PA P.

r.
r,

A, B.C
A,B,C
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Takle 113

r.

r,
A.S.C.D
A.B.C.D

A,B,C

TiMe2.1S
I'M

r.

r,

r.

r0

B
B

E

•i

4

TaMeZM

r. E

r«

r,

r.
r,r»
r0

r,

B
B
B

E
E

Trtfc Lit

r,

r.
r,
r,
r,

r,

B
£
£
B

£
£
£

TaHt2.19
P, Pc

r.

r.

r.
r,

r.

r,

r.

r,

r.
r,
r.
r.

r,,

B,C
B,C

B

C

BC

T*MeZ.M

r,
A\B
A'B

T«Me2.2l

r. r.

r . r.

r, r,

r* BC
r, B,C

r, c
r, B

r, £

r, BC
T, BC

TiMeltt
P, Pc

r. r0

r0 r,

r, r,

r,
r,
r,

r»
r0

r,
r.
r,

B.C
BC
BC
B,C

B
E

C
E

BC
BC
BC

I
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TaMc£25
/», Pc

r0 r,

r2 r,

P
P

P

r°

To

B,C
B
B,C

B
B

C
BC

E

TtkkZtt
P. Pc

r.

r,

r0

r,

fo

r.

r0
r2

r°

B,C
B
B
B,C

B

B

c
E

BC
E

TaHeZ.27

P, Pc

r.

r9

r.

r,

r.

j-i
ji

r,

r.

r.

J-
I

r.

r,

r0

J-
I

r,

PB

r.

_i

r.

r0

r,
r,
r.

r,

r°

r0

r.

r0

r.

r.

r.
r

B,C,D

B,C

B.D

CD

B.CD

C,BD

D,BC

BC.CD

TaUe2.2S
P. Pc Po

r, r0 r0

r2 r0 r0

r» r4 r0

r, r0 r,

r, r0 r,

r5 r, IT

r, r, r,

r. rs r0

P
P

P

To
r,

To

r°

To

r.

r°

ft CO
C,BJ>
ftCC

CD
B,C

D,BC
CD

C

CBD
CBD

BD

BCD

B,D
BCCD

TaMc2.3»

PA P.

r. r0

r. r0

Pc

To

r

pF

r.

r,

r°

r.

A',B'.C',F

A,B,C
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TiWe2.31
PA P.

r.

r.
r.

r.

r.

r.
r.

r.

r0

r.

r.
r.

P.

r.

r,

r.

r.
r,

r,

r.
r,

r.
r.

r.

A,B,C,D,l
A,B,C,D,I

A,B,C,1

A, B, C, D

A, B, C, Dl

T*Ue2.2»
P.

r.

r.

r,

r«

r>

pc P.

r. r.

r. r.

r, r0

r0 r0

r, r0

r. r,

r, r.

r, r,

r.
r,
r»

S

r°

r,
r,
r«
r.
r»
r0

B.C.D
C,BD
C.BD
B.C.D

B,C
C

B,D
BD

C,D
C

D.BC
BCD

C.BD
C,BD
C.BD

B.CD
BCD

BC.CD
BD

T*Me2.33

r,

TiMe2.34

r.

r.

B
B
B

B
B
B
B

TaMtlSS TaMe2.3<
P.

.
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p»

r.

r,

r.

r,

Pc

r.

r0

r,

r,

r.
r,
r,

r.
r,
r.

r.

B.C
B.C
B,C
B,C

c
c
B
B

BC
BC

P, Pc

r. r3

r«
r,
r,

r4
r,
ro
r,

r0

r,
r,
r0

r,
r,

B,C
B,C
B,C
B,C
B,C
B,C

C
C
C

B
B
B

BC
BC
BC

T*M*2.41
P* P._J

r.

r,
r.
r.

r.
r,
r.

r0 A,
r, 4.

r. *
r0 A-

B
B

B

AB

r. r0

r, ^, fl,C

Here the unitary representations of the cyclic group CN (defining relation A" - £)
are denoted by r t and defined by

r,(y4") - expPm km/N) k, m - 0 , . . . , N - 1. (4.1)

As an example of the use of these tables let us consider the group G - C 4 xC 2 ,
Go - C4 . Here H m Go, K * Cj and Ko - C,. K has two inequivalent factor systems
given by v(B, B) - ± 1. For both factor systems there is one irreducible PUA representa-
tion of K: /),(£) - X>t(B) - 1 for v(B, B) - 1 and

0\ / 0 1\
L P2(B) - I I

1/ \— 1 0/

for v(B, B) - - 1 (see §7). From table 2.17 it follows that G has four inequivalent factor
systems, given by v(B, B) « ± 1 and Pt - To or Pa - r,. Consider first the trivial factor
system (v(B, B) - 1, P , - ro). There are three orbiu in this case, with representatives
T,, T, and T2. Further IAT0) - t(T,) - C and L(r,) - H. Both Lfr^ and L ^ ) have
one allowable UA representation D, and 0 2 respectively. They are one dimensional
and since UT0) - L(r,) - G we do not need equation (3.10). The only allowable repre-
sentation of J^P,) is f\ and inducing this representation to G with equation (3.10) gives a
two-dimensional UA representation of G. Now consider the factor system given by
v(B, B) - - 1 and P , » f0. Again there are three orbits with representatives ro , Tt and
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I*;; UT0) = UX2)" G and L d \ ) = H. For this factor system the allowable PUA
representations of L(I"0) and UT2) are D2 and V1D1 respectively; they are two-dimensional
PUA representations of G. The only allowable PU representation of Z^r,) = r , , and with
equation (3.10) this gives a two-dimensional PUA representation of G. So for this factor
system G has thrse two-dimensional PUA representations. Next consider the factor system
given by v(B, B) = 1 and PB = I",. There are two orbits in this case, with representatives
r 0 and r2 . Here L(ro) = L(F2) = H, and the allowable PU representations of M(T0) and
M(V2) are To and r 2 respectively. From equation (3.10) we obtain two two-dimensional
PUA representations of G. For the factor system given by v(fl, B) = - 1 and P, = T, we
also obtain two two-dimensional PUA representations of G, the only diflerence from the
preceding case being the different factor system in equation (3.10).

Takk&S

Trivial factory system

Noa-trivial fector system

1
1
1

(I 0 (
0 - 1 <

U o -i

VJ3 '-VJ3

/ - I 0 0\ /0 0 1\
( 0 1 0) ' 0 0)
\ 0 0 - 1 / \0 1 0/

2KB2/V« -Vy/3

,; D, - D5 ® D, o> = exp(J*i)

TaUc3.<

Trivial factor system

Noa-trival bctor system

»,

D,i D, - D,
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representations of the Shubnikov point groups

5. The irreducible PU representations of the groups T and O

There remain eight Shubnikov point groups to be treated, among which are two ordinary
point groups: T and O. Both T and O have two inequivalent factor systems. Their irredu-
cible PU representations are given in tables 3.5 and 3.6 respectively, where matrices for
each of their generators are listed. The matrices of the other elements can be calculated by
expressing the elements in the generators in alphabetical order: if g = A'BPC'D*, then
DJ[g) = D/!(A) D?(B) Df(C) DflD). The non-trivial factor system can be calculated from
D(9) Dig') - "is, 9') D(gg') for any of the PU representations D with the non-trivial factor
system.

6. Generalised induction and decomposition of factor systems for Shubnikov point groups
of type B

For the Shubnikov point groups of type B we will use the fact that the factor systems and
the irreducible PU representations of their non-magnetic subgroups are known. Let G
be a finite magnetic group and Go its non-magnetic subgroup of index 2:

aGa (6.1)

where a is a fixed element' of G\G0. Elements of G are denoted by ha, where heG0 and
a = e or a = a (e is the identity of G).Each factor system of G is equivalent with a factor
system of the form

ff(fcx,ftV) = rtMA'oT'jyCixtor', m(x,«'))vioctfP^h') (6.2)

where y is a factor system of H; m is given by m(e, e) = m(a, e) = m(e, a) = e and
: d2; and further

v(e, e) = v{e, a) = v(a, e) = Pm(e) = 1 (6.3)

Pc(h)= 1 V/.eG0 (6.4)

Pm{hh') P;{h) P;{h") = •Ka'ia'1, ah'a~l) y(h, hi) Vh, h' e Go (6.5)

" ') PJM = yC^fca"1, a2) y*(o2, h) Vfte Go (6.6)

- / \(a2). (6.7)

(This follows from theorem 1 of van den Broek (1976).)
Two factor systems a and & of G which both satisfy equation (6.2) (<r = (y, v, /•) and

*' - (/.v'.P")) are equivalent if and only inhere exists a mapping d :G 0 -» t/(l)withthe
properties

y'(h, h') - d*[h) d*(h") d\hh') y(h, h!) V/t, K e Go (6.8)

P'.ih)-dXaha-1)<Hh)PJ.h)

and

(This follows from theorem 3 of van den Broek (1976).)

(6.9)

(6.10)
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The procedure of generalised induction, starting from Go, is equal to Wigner's method
for the constructuction of the irreducible PUA representations of G from the irreducible
PU representations of Go (Murthy 1966, Shaw and Lever 1974).

Suppose a is a factor system of G which satisfies equation (5.2). For each irreducible
PU representation F of Go with factor system y the irreducible PU representation f of Go

is defined by

t(k) (6.11)

There are three different cases:
Case I: T is equivalent with f; F(A) = UV(h) V~l and UU* = v(a, a) T(a2) for some

unitary matrix V,
Case II: F is equivalent with f; T(h) = Ut{h) U~l and UU* = -v(a,a)T\a2) for

some unitary matrix U,
Case III. F and f are inequivalent.
For each F of case I or case II and each pair (F, f ) of case III there is one irreducible

PUA representation D of G with factor system a:

Case I: D(fe)« F(fe)

Case II: D(h)
jT(h) 0 \
~ \ 0 T(h))T(h)

0

tya) = U,

D{a)
.-U 0

0

So the following information is needed in order to be able to write down the matrices
of all the irreducible PUA representations of G:

(i) From the complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G the subset of factor
systems with the property that the equations (6.5) and (6.6) have solutions.

(ii) For each factor system ofthis subset a particular solution J* of the equations (6.5)
and (6.6).

(iii) For each factor system ofthis subset a set of pairs (D, v(a, a)), where D is a one-
dimensional unitary representation of Go, such that with Pt = P*JD equation (6.2) gives a
complete set of inequivalent factor systems of G.

(iv) For each of these factor systems of G and for each irreducible PU representation
F of Go with this factor system the case F belongs to; moreover, if F belongs to case I or II
and is at least two-dimensional a matrix U satisfying F(fe) - Uf{h) U~' for each heG0.

For the Shubnikov point groups of type B this information will be given in the next
section.

7. Tablet for tfce frredodMe PIM repreteatatiom of the SbniMikov poiat gr«ps of type B

For each of the six Shubnikov point groups of type B each factor system of the non-
magnetic subgroup has the property that the equations (6.5) and (6.6) have solutions. The
particular solution PJ of the equations (6.5) and (6.6) can be taken equal to 1 if y is the tri-
vial factor system and also for the non-trivial factor systems for the groups T x C2(T)
and O x C2(O) (with the choice a - D and a - F respectively). For the group D.(D2)
and the non-trivial factor system of D 2 given by table 2.1 (with A replaced by A*) we
take a - AB, P\J£) - P^A1) - 1 and P>AJB) - I"A/A2B) - i. For the group O(T)
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Talk 4.14 . Takk4.32

i P. - r. 0r,
i
ii

HI

T»fcle4.23
v trivial

X D , I » - 1

r trivial

/".-».

y non-trivial

y noa-trivial
P.-D,
v ( D , D ) - - l

Dpi),

B,

1
III
I

II
HI

n
11
IU

1
in

' 3

p

p

TaHe 4.37.L Irreducible projeCtive
repraentatiom of D 2 .
7 trivial

Ox
o,

E

I
I
I
1

A1

1
1

- 1
- 1

B

I
- 1

1
- 1

A*B

1
-1
-1

1

y non-trivial
E A'B

n ON /1 o w o I W O I X

Vo 1/ \o - 1 / \ i 0/V-1 0/

TaHc4.14
y trivial

v < F , F } - l

y trivial

y trivial

y trivial

y non-trivial

v ( F , F ) - l

y non-trivial

y non-trivial

v ( F , F ) - l

y non-trivial

%

D;,D2

II
II
II
II
II

III
II
III

in
i
in

in
i

HI
II

B
B

S

I
1

'l
«3

«2
' 3
' 3

P

P

4

4

P
r
P

P
r

P
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TaUe 4.37.2
1 trivial

*"... = *>.
v(AB, AB) = 1

y trivial

**« = ».
i^B,/iB)= -1

y non-trivial

\iAB, AB) = 1

y non-trivial

vMB,i4B) = - 1

D2
DyD.

D,
°2
D3,D.

Ds

Ds

I
I
III

II
II
III

1

II

s

s

TaMe4.3S
y trivial

v(D,D) = l

y trivial

v(D,D) = - 1

y non-trivial
*•> = *•&».
v(D,D) = l

y non-trivial

v ( f l ,D)=- l

» 2

» 3

0*

D,
» 2

^ 3

» 4

» 5

D,

I
I
I
I

II
II
II
II

I
I
1

II
It
II

u

u

t
t
t

t
t
t

and the non-trivial factor system of T given by the table 3.5 we take a = D, PJ,(£) =
PUP) - PJ(C2) = 1 and Pyh) =-Hot he T\{E,C,C1}.

Table 4 contains for each of the Shubnikov point group of type B the following
information: the inequivalent factor systems are given in the first column, specified by
the factor system y of Go, the mapping Po: Go -»t/(l) and v(a, a); for each mctor system of
G the irreducible PU representations of Go are listed in the second column, where the pairs
(r, f ) of case III have been put together; in the third column the case is given to which
the irreducible PU representation of Go belongs and, if I* belongs to case I or case II and
is at least two-dimensional, in the fourth column a matrix U is given which satisfies
r(/i) = Ut(h) (/"' for allhgG0.The matrices occurring in the last columns of these tables
are

/ I 0 0\
/ I 0\ / \ /0 1\ / I 0\ /I 0 \

e, = ; e, = 0 1 0 ; p= ; s= ; t =2 VO 1/ 3 \ / V - l 0 / VO -\) \0 wV
\0 0 V

/°/
u = 1

\

1

0

0

0\
\

0 ••
/

1/ \

, i

0

0
L

0

- 1

0

0

0

0

- 1

0

0

0

0

- 1

and
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It will often occur that if one wants to know the irreducible PUA representations of a
Shubnikov point group G with a factor system co this factor system is not equal to one of
the factor systems used in the preceding tables. Suppose w is equivalent with the factor
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system a which does occur in the tabulation. Then

(Al)

for some mapping c: C •+ t/(l). One has to determine a and the mapping c. Then the
irreducible PUA representations Da of G with factor system <u are given by

DJg) = c*ig)D,(g) (A2)

where DT are the irreducible PUA representations of G with factor system a which may be
obtained from the previous sections. First suppose that G is a Shubnikov point group
of type A. Let us define the factor system to' of G, which is equivalent with a>, by

(A3)

where the mapping p:G-* U(l) is given by

p{nk) (A4)

Since H is a finite cyclic group the restriction of to' to H x H is a trivial factor system of
Hand we can write

<ol(h,W) =

If the order of H is N and the elements of H are denoted by E, A, A2.,
r: H -> U(l) is given by r(E) = 1,

••"UutW.A)

and

2y...N -

(A5)

*-* the mapping

(A6)

(A7)

where one of the N possible solutions for r{A) of equation (A6) may be chosen arbitrarily.
Now let us extend the mapping r to G with the definition r(hk) = r(h) and let us define

the factor system to" of G, which is equivalent to m\ by

(A8)

(A9)

(A10)

(All)

where v is a factor system of K and {PJ} is a set of one-dimensional representations of H
which satisfies equation (3.5). So a" has the form of equation (3.2), but the set {P"k} is not

This factor system has the properties

and

From this it follows (van den Broek 1976) that
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necessarily one of the tabulated sets {P,}. However, there always existsa one-dimensional
representation q of H such that

Pk(h) = <f{h)q*(khk- ^{h) (A12)

where the set {Pk} does occur in the tabulation. If we extend q to G by q{hk) = q(h) and
define the factor system a by

then we have

a(hk, h'k) = v(Jfe, K)Pk{K). (A13)

Moreover (i is equivalent with to and the mapping c: G -* 1/(1) of equation (Al) is given by

For the Shubnikov point groups of type B we may proceed in an analogous way. We
define the factor system co' of G by

(A15)

where the mapping p: G -* (7(1) now is given by

(A16)

The restriction of w' to Go x Go can be related to a factor system y of Go occurring in the
tables.

(A17)

If we extend the mapping r to G with the definition r{h<x) = r(h) and define the factor
system to" of G by

then
i

and

Therefore we have (van den Broek 1976)

(A18)

(A19)

(A20)

(A21)

where v' and F have the properties mentioned in §6. If v' and F do not occur in the
tabulation then there exists a one-dimensional representation qaffi such that

rjih) - qfflha-l)q(h)Pj)l) (A22)

and
v'(fl,a)-«Ka2M«,a) (A23)

and P and v do occur in the tabulation. Extending q to G by q(ha) = q(h) and defining

}
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the factor system a by

#«h'a') - * • - ' - ' ( A 2 4 )

we find that a satisfies equation (5.2) and is equivalent with m; the mapping c;G-* 17(1)
of equation (Al) is given by

dhot) = p(ha)r*(haMha) (A25)
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ON THE TYPE AND THE STANDARDFORM OF INDUCED
UA REPRESENTATIONS

P.M. VAN DEN BROEK

Institute for Tlieoretical Physics, University ofNijmegen, Nifmegen,
Vie Netherlands

ABSTRACT. We derive to which of the three types an irreducible UA representation which is

obtained with the procedure of generalised induction belongs. We analyse the question whether

or not the irreducible induced UA representations are on standardform. The results hold as well

for induced PUA representations.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known from Wigner (1959) that the irreducible unitary-antiunitary (UA) represen-
tations of a group are naturally divided into three types and that they can be chosen from their
equivalence classes in such a way that tliev have a special form, called standardform. It is very
important if one deals with irreducible L' representations that one knows to which type they
belong and that they are on standardform; for instance the lemma of Scliur and the orthogonality
relations for matrix elements, generalised for irreducible UA representations, are different for
each of the three types and can be formulated suitably only for irreducible UA representations
which are on standardform (see for instance [1 ])

A powerful method for the construction of a complete set of inequivalent irreducible UA
representations of a group is the procedure of generalised induction, given by Shaw and Lever
[2]. The aim of this paper is to derive to which of the types an irreducible UA representation
which is obtained with this procedure belongs and to analyse the question under which con-
ditions the irreducible induced UA representations are on standardform.

Although the most general form of representations occurring in physical applications are
projective (P)UA representations rather than UA representations we restrict ourselves here to
UA representations in order to avoid tedious calculations with factor systems. It is, however.
a straightforward exercise to show that all the results of this paper hold as well for induced
PUA representations.

2. PKI-XIMINAKIES

Let G be a finite group and (l0 a subgroup of C! of index 2. A UA representation of (1 with

8)



respect to Co is a mapping D from G into the unitary matrices of some dimension n such that

WgWig') = D{gg), Vg, g'GG (2.1)

where EF is defined by

D if g&G0 (2.2)
D* if g$ Go

In the following we shall drop the phrase 'with respect to Go\

Two UA representations Di and D2 of G are equivalent if there exists a unitary matrix U

such that

VgEG. (2.3)

A UA representation D is reducible if it is equivalent with a UA representation D' wluch has the
form

D2(g)
(2.4)

According to Wigner [3] the irreducible UA representations are divided into three types: the
restriction D I Go of an irreducible ISA representation D of G to Go, which is a unitary represen-
tation of Co, is irreducible (Type I), is reducible into two equivalent irreducible components
(Type II), or is reducible into two inequivalent irreducible components (Type III).

Let a be a fixed element of G\G0 • An irreducible UA representation ofG of Type II is equi-
valent with a UA representation which lias the form

/Afe) 0 \

\ 0 Afe)/
D{a)

\-u o}
(2.5)

An irreducible UA representation of G of Type III is equivalent with a UA representation which

lias the form

Dig)-
im o \
\ o Sfe) j

Vg€G0; D(a)
_ /0 6{a2)\

~\l 0 /
(2.6)

where S(g) is given by AC?) = A*(a 'ga).

An irreducible UA representation is said to be on standardform if it is of Type I, if it is of
Type II and satisfies eqn. (2.5) or if it is of Type III and satisfies eqn. (2.6). So each irreducible
UA representation is equivalent with an irreducible UA representation which is on standard-
form.

\
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Now let H be an invariant subgroup of G which belongs to Go, let K be the quotient group
G/H and let KB be the quotient group Go/H. The elements of// will be denoted by a, b, c,...
and elements of AT by a, 0,7,... Take for each coset a e K a representative r(a), and let lie) = e,
if 6 and e are the unit elements of K and G, respectively. Then each element of G can uniquely
be written as (a, a) if we define

(a, a)=ar(a). (2.7)

We suppose that the irreducible unitary representations of// are known. From these a com-
plete set of inequivalent irreducible UA representations of G is obtained with the procedure of
generalised induction [2], which will be briefly reviewed here.

Let A be an irreducible unitary representation of //. For each a € K define the irreducible
unitary representation Â , of//by

(2.8)

where A° is a shorthand symbol for A(*>a).
The elements a 6 AT for which A and Aa are equivalent form a subgroup R of K. Tlie little

group L(G) of A is defined by

L(G)={(a,a)\aeH,aeK} (2.9)

L(G) is a subgroup of G which contains / / but is not necessarily an invariant subgroup. The set
{Aa la e K } is called the C-orbit of A.

For any a &R there exists a unitary operator U(a) sucli that

A(a) = U(a)A<,(a)U-' (a) Va 6 H.

Define V{a, a) by

V(a, a) = A(fi)U(a)

for each (a, a)BL(G). Then it can be shown that

V(a, a)V(b, 0) = n{oc, <?)K((a, a)(6, 0))

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

for some mapping p: KX R-+ U(l), which means that V is a PU(A) representation of L(G) (i.e.
a PUA representation if Z.(C) ̂  Co and a PU representation ifL(G)C Go) whose factor system
p is a factor system of Ko.

Now let E be an irreducible PU(A) representation of K with factor system ;u*:

*.*(<»,/3)£(a0) (2.13)
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then, with the definition

a, a) = V(a, a) ® /:(<*) Va e //, Va € K (2.14)

3i\s an irreducible U(A) representation ofl.(G),
Let g, = e, gi gp be left-coset-iepresentati'ons off/ with respect to 1{G). Then G =

For each U(A) rep ^ of/.(G) the induced UA rep ® T G is defined by

(2.15)

where 5fe /.(G)) is defined by

1 if geL(G)

o if

A complete set of incquivalcM irreducible UA representations is obtained in the following way :

(i) Take o)ie irreducible unitary representation A of// from each G-orbit.

(ii) For each A, obtain the U(A) representations of L(G) given by eqn. (2.15) where /;' runs
through a complete set of inequivalcnt irreducible PU( A) representations of K with factor
system /a*-

(iii) Induce these U(A) representations to 6".

Note that the irreducible unitary representations of Go can be obtained from the irreducible
unitary representations of// in exactly the same way: one only has to replace 0' by G'o and K

by Ko in the method described above. In fact, we wrote l(G) and O'-orbit instead of just L and
orbit in order to be able to distinguish between /„(&') and L{Ga), G-orbit and &'o-orbit.

3. Till-: TYI'K ANDTIIIC STANDAKDI-'OKM Ol INDUCk'DUA RKI'RKSKNTATIONS

Let A be an irreducible unitary representation of//, I.(G) its little group, ^ t l ic irreducible
U( A) representation of L(G) given by cqn. (2.14) where /:' is an irreducible PU(A) representation
of K with factor system n*, and Si t G the irreducible UA representation of G given by eqn.
(2.15). The first question we will answer in this section is: what is the type of £®t 6"? The
second question is: can we manage that S> t G is on standardform1?

To answer these questions we have to distinguish two different cases: L(G) belongs to G,, or
/,((») does not belong to Go. Let us fiist consider the case that I.[G) belongs to Go. Then
IA(!) equals A(G0). The G-orbit of A contains two Go-orbits of A: the G*o-orbit of A and
the G0-orbit of S. The restriction of S> t G to // (notation: ( S t O ' ) t / / ) contains as
irreducible components only elements of the G-orbit of A; each element of this orbit
occurs an equal number of times. But since ( ( S f G) I Go) I / / = (3s t G) i / / the re-
striction of (B \ G) I Go to // contains as irreducible components the elements of two
different Gu -orbits. This means that (B f G) I Ga must contain at least two incquivalent irre-
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ducible components; so @t G must be of Type III.

Let^i = e, g2,.... gp be left-coset-rcpresentatives of Go with respect to L(G). Then we may
choose the left-coset-representatives of (7 with respect to L(G) to beg, = <?, g2 gp, a, ag2,....
agp. Define

S/»r(/=l,-P;'«= U2)bygil=giandgn =agy.

Then G = Sf= 12f,, = ig/nJ-{G). Equation (2.1 S) can now be written as

For y e Co the blocks (Q\G)n ,k2s(g) and {91 G)/2f, k ufe) are equal I

(9t G)/1,, k,j(s) = 9,s(g^ }ggk | )5(gyl ' y^ . , . /.(Go)) = (91 Go),-,, jtjfe)

and

The blocks (9 t (»)/i,, ̂  |S(ff) and ( ^ t G)/2<, S2s(a) a r c equal to zero:

and

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

So witli tJiis choice of left-cosct-representalivcs we obtained the following blockform for Q \ G:

^..J
(3.6)

which is exactly the standardform for an irreducible UA representation of Type III. It is obvious
that with an arbitrary choice of (lie left-cose!-representatives Si t G is not on standardform in
general.

Now let us consider the case that 14(1) does not belong to (,'a. Then / .(Go) is equal to
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L(G) n Co and is a subgroup of l.{G) of index 2. The C-orbit of A is equal to the C-orbit of A.
' Let Ko be the quotient group L(G0)/H. Ro is a subgroup of R of index 2. Let o<o be an element
of R\R0. The element a 6 G\G0 we choose to be a = (e, «o )• The left-coset-representatives
gx = e,g2 gp of G with respect to L{G) are chosen to belong to Co> which means that they
are also left-coset-representatives of Go with respect to L(G0). This means that the relation

(91 G) i- <70 = (9 \ /.(Co)) t Co (3.7)

is valid with this choice of left-coset-representatives. Sis given by eqn. (2.14) where £ i s an irre-
ducible PUA representation of R with respect to Ra with factor system //*.

The type and the standardform of an irreducible PUA representation is defined in the same
way as the type and the standardform of an irreducible UA representation, the only difference
being the appearance of the factor system in eqn. (2.6) which reads

0 a(a, <

where Z(£) is given by AQf) = a*(a, a~ lga)o(g, a)A*(a~ lga) and a is the factor system of D.
EI Afo is irreducible, consists of two equivalent irreducible components or consists of two in-

equivalent irreducible components i f f is of Type I, II or III, respectively. From eqn. (2.14) it
then follows that also 91 L(GB) is irreducible, consists of two equivalent irreducible compo-
nents or consists of two inequivalent components respectively. But from eqn. (3.7) it then fol-
lows that the same holds for ( » t G) I Co. This shows that 91 G is of Type I, II or III if E is
of Type I, It or III, respectively.

Suppose that E is of Type II and is on standardform. Then we may write

E(a)

or, using double indices

\ 0 f(a)/ -A 0
(3.9)

, , = Amn(Slpbi<l - 8 , 9 5 2 p ) (3.10)

forp, q * l,2;m, n s 1,..., i-dim£and where Fis an irreducible PU representation of^0 with

factor system n*.
Equatioi) (2.14) can be written as

3(a,a)kmp,inq"V{a,ot)kiE{a)mp,nq Vaeft, VaEK. (3.11)

Without loss of generality we may assume that the left-coset-representatives gt =e,g2 gp

are given by («, at), (e, a2),..., (<?, ap) where a, = e, a2,..., ap are left-coset-representatives of
Ko with respect to Ro. Then eqn. (2.15) can be written as:

O t G)lkmpjtnq(<i. <*)*9kmp,*n<,((e. air'ff l . a){e, ^(or,"'<«»,, K), (3.12)
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Foi a €K0 this becomes, with eqns. (3.10) and (3.11)

(3\G)lkmPtiinq(a, ct) = Vks(ie. a, )-'(</, a)(e, a,))F(ar 1aa/)m/I8p<?6(aJ- 'aay, Ko). (3.13)

So if we write 91G in blockform with respect to the indices p and q we obtain

0/

\

(9'1 Ga)(a. a)

0 (
Va€// ,

wliere ^ ' is the irreducible unitary representation of L(G0) given by

From the eqns. (3.11) and (3.12) it follows

(S t G)ikmpJinq{e, oo)

Since

~F(otj ' 0

(3.14)

(3.15)

.16)

(3.17)

it follows from eqn. (3.16) that the two diagonal blocks of (91 G)(e, aa) are equal to zero and
that the two off-diagonal blocks only differ from each other by a minus sign. This shows that
9 \ G is on standardform if we write the matrices in blockform with respect to the indices p
and q. Tliis result is independent of the choice of the left-cosct-representatives.

Now suppose that E is of Type HI and is on standardform. Then we may write

0 \
, )

where F(a) is given by

(3.18)

(3.19)

Alto for this case eqns. (3.11) and (3.12) are valid.
If we write S t G in blockform with respect to the indices p and q we obtain

j {9'\G0)(a,a)
(9tC)(«,

where 9' is given by eqn. (3.1 S) and 3' is given by

0 \

'lf/oKa.tt)/
(3.20)
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§'{a, a) = (V i A(O0 ))(a, a) ® F(ot) V« e //, Va e £ 0 . (3.2!)

Since in general (&' t G0)(a, a) is not equal to (3)' t f;0)*((c <*<,)" '(<\ <*„)) we find that @ t (/
is not on standardform in general. Tliis difficulty may be overcome by finding the unitary trans-
formation which brings 3)1 G on standardform. However, if we realize that 3) f G is of Type III
and that the standardform of an irreducible UA representation (eqn. (2.6)) is known if one of
the irreducible components of its restriction to the unitary subgroup is known we may forget
about the induced representation 3) \ G and consider instead the irreducible UA representation
D of 6' given by

a. a) 0

and

0 O ' t (/„)((<% «0)')

1 o

(3.22a)

(3.22b)

which is on standardform.

However, we must keep in mind that D and 31 6' are equivalent but not equal in general.

4. SUMMARY 01' Till-: RESULTS

We distinguished two cases: L(G) belongs to6'0 and I.(G) does not belong to6 ' 0 . If i{G) be-
longs lo Go then & t G is of Type III and, with a proper choice of left-coset-representatives and
a proper order of tlie indices, is on standardform. If L(G) does not belong to Ga the type of
Si t G is the same as tlie type of the irreducible I'UA representation K of A' which is used to
obtain S(with eqn. (2.14)). If 9 t G and /;'are of Type II then & I G is on standardform (with
a proper order of the indices). If 21 G and /;' are of Type III then 3! f G is not on standardforrn
in general, but in this case an equivalent UA representation which is on standardform can be
written down at once (cqn. (3.22)).
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AMract. Well known properties of induced unitary representations are generalised for
induced PUA representations. They are applied lo obtain an expression for the multi-
plicities in the Clebsch-Gordon series of induced PUA representations. Finally we show
how these multiplicities can be used for the determination of selection rules.

1. IatrwhKtiMi

In the quantum mechanical description of a physical system with symmetry group G
the Hilbert space 3P of state vectors carries a projective unitary-anti-unitary (FUA)
representation T of G, according to the well known results of Wigner (1939) and
Bargmann (19S4). As a basis for 9C we may choose vectors <£„", transforming under G
as basis vectors of irreducible PUA representations D" of G:

VgeG. (1.1)

Here p libels the irreducible PUA representations of G which have the same factor
system as T, the index a denotes that there may be more than one set of basis
functions transforming according to D", and m and n have values from one up to the
dimension of D*. All relevant physical information, such as transition probabilities, is
contained in matrix elements (d>£", O£d>f*), where O" is an irreducible tensor opera-
tor transforming according to the irreducible UA representation D" of G:

(1.2)

In order to study the properties, due to the symmetry group G, of these matrix
elements one has to study the FUA representations of G. Analogous to the well known
selection rules for unitary representations the matrix elements (<*£". Ojtof"*) are zero
for each m, k, I, a and b if the trivial UA representation of G does not occur in the
triple direct product D'' ®D"®D", This will be shown in 5 5.

An important example of a physical system where one has to use projective unitary
representations instead of ordinary unitary representations is an electron in a crystal-
line solid with a uniform magnetic field (Brown 1964, Tarn 1969). Moreover,
whenever an element g of G contains the time reversal operation, T(g) must be an
anti-unitary operator. This shows that the study of PUA representations is of general
importance for physics.
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It often occurs, for instance if G is a Shubnikov space group, that one has to obtain
the PUA representations of G with the help of an induction procedure. The induction
procedure for unitary representations, which goes back to Frobenius, is by now well
known. (See for instance Coleman (1966) and Bradley (1966).) This induction
procedure has recently been generalised for PUA representations by Shaw and Lever
(1974). The aim of this paper is to study general properties of induced PUA represen-
tations and to apply these properties to the study of selection rules. In § 3 we
generalise some well known properties of induced unitary representations, such as for
instance the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and Mackey's subgroup theorem. In § 4
we use these results to obtain an expression for the multiplicities in the Clebsch-
Gordan series of induced PUA representations. Finally in § 5 we discuss selection
rules, using the results of the preceding sections.

2. Preliminaries

Let G be a finite group and Go a subgroup of index 1 or 2. A PUA representation of G
with respect to Go is a mapping D from G into the operators on some Hilbert space Sif
such that:

(i) D(g) is unitary if g E GO and anti-unitary if g& Go-
(ii) r>(g)D(g') = o-(g,g')D(gg1) for all g . g ' e G for some mapping <r:GxG-»

1/(1).
(iii) D(e) = I, where <? is the identity of G and / is the identity operator on $f.

The mapping a is called a factor system of G with respect to Go and satisfies

o-(g,e) = or(e,g)=l V g e G (2.1)
and

<r(g, gV(gg' , g") = a(g, g'g")<TK(g', g") Vg, g \ g"€ G (2.2)

where A 8 is defined by

(2.3)

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
In the following we shall drop the phrase 'with respect to . . . ' wherever it is clear

which the appropriate subgroup of index 1 or 2 is. Suppose 96 is finite-dimensional
and let {e\ en] be an orthonormal basis of Sff. For each operator D{g) a unitary
nt-n matrix 2(g) is defined by 3v(g) = (eh D(g)ej).

The matrices 2(g) form a PUA matrix representation or PUAM representation of
G:

where ®* is defined by

(2.5)

A PUA representation D of G is reducible if there is a proper subspace SV of X which
is invariant under D{G); otherwise D is irreducible. The direct product Dt x D 2 of
PUA representations Dt and D2 of G with factor systems <j\ and <r2 respectively is a
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PUA representation of G with factor system o-icri and is defined by

)/i. (2.6)

Two PUA representations £>, and £>2 of G are equivalent if there exists a unitary
matrix 5 such that

VgeG (2.7)

or, equivalently, if

(2.8)

In the following we shall identify equivalent PUA representations, and also identify a
PUA representation with the corresponding PUAM representation. Suppose H is a
subgroup of G, and let gi = e, g 2 , . . . , gp be left coset representatives of G with respect
to H. Then G=2?_ig,i/. Let <r be a factor system of G and let A be a PUA
representation of H with respect to Ho with factor system cr, where H0 = Hn Go.
Then A^G is the PUA representation of G with factor system a which is induced from
A and is defined by

T fa if gj'ggk6H

\(g,gk)o-*(gi,g7tggkWig7'ggk),s if gJygH

It is straightforward calculation to verify that A £ G does not depend on the choice of
the left coset representatives. By convention, A | G will be an induced UA represen-
tation.

3. Properties of induced PUA representations

The number of times an irreducible PUA representation £>* occurs in a PUA represen-
tation D, which we will denote by i(D*\ D), is given by

i(D» D)= S
3 n

where x* a n ^ X a r e 'he characters of D* and D respectively. This property has been
given by Karavaev (1965) for UA representations and can easily be shown to hold for
PUA representations as well, independent of the factor system involved. An immedi-
ate consequence is

where D° is the trivial UA representation of G and |G0| denotes the order of Go. In
the remainder of this section m and a- will be factor systems of the finite group G, H
will be a subgroup of G, and D°(H) and D°(G) will be the trivial UA representations
of H and G respectively.

Theorem 1. Let D be a UA representation of H. Then

/(Z>°(tf), D) = M J ^ ,-(D°(G)> D t G ) . (3.3)
l«o| i a i
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Proof. Define S(g) by S(g)= 1 if geH and 5(g) = 0 if g£H\ let
characters of D and Z? | G respectively. Then

and x be the

=T7^I Z

(>| ffsG,, ij

Theorem 2. Let A be a PUA representation of H with factor system a and T a PUA
representation of G with factor system a;. Then

r®(ATG)=[(r|//)®A] f G. (3.4)

Proof. We have to show that Tr{[r® (AlG)](g)} and Tr{[((T| H)® A)L,G](g)} are
equal for each g e Go. Evaluating both terms we see that this" is true if
x(g)t»*{&,gi)u(gbg'ixggi) = X*'(gJ1ggi) for each ; and each geG0 for which gjlgg,
belongs to H, if x is the character of T. But this follows from

ngi)rK'(g7'ggiW-(g7l)=»C&. g,7'g&>te&. g,7' )r(g)

if we take the trace of both sides and use the equations (2.1) and (2.2).

Theorem 3 (Frobenius reciprocity theorem). Let T and A be irreducible PUA represen-
tations of G and H respectively, both with factor system a, and let their characters be
X and <lr respectively. Then

(3.5)

Proof. From equation (3.2) it follows that the left-hand-side is equal
(|G0|/|G|)i(D°(G), (A^G)®T*) and the right-hand-side is equal
(|//o|/|H|)/(Z?°(H),(r|//)®A*). But this is, from theorem 1, equal
(|Go|/|G|)/(Do(G), [(r J. H)® A*] t G). Finally theorem 2 completes the proof.

to
to
to

Theorem 4 {Transitivity of induction). Let M be a subgroup of G such that H is a
subgroup of M. Let A be a PUA representation of H with factor system <x. Then

( A | M ) t G = A t G . (3.6)

JPTOO/. We have to show that Tr{((A IM) I G)(g)} = Tr{(A I G)(g)} for all g e Go. But
this is, after evaluating the traces, a straightforward calculation using the equations
(2.1) and (2.2).

Let K be a subgroup of G. Then we can factorise G into double cosets: G =
"LtHdiK. Let Kt be denned by Ki = diKd71 and L, by Li=HnKi. If Z) is a PUA
representation of ̂  with factor system cr, then the PUA representation D-, of JCj with
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factor system a is defined by

DiidikdJ1) = o-(dikd;\ d,)a*{dh k)DJ'{k) \fk e K. (3.7)

Theorem 5 (Mackey's subgroup theorem). Let D be a PUA representation of K, then

(r> TGH// = £{(AU, ) t#} . (3.8)

/. Let H = ijh'tLi be a left coset decomposition for H with respect to Lh Then a
left coset decomposition for G with respect to if is given by G = S,- 2/ h\diK (Bradley
1966). After evaluating the traces of both sides of equation (3.8) with these coset
representatives the theorem is proved in a straightforward way using the equations
(2.1) and (2.2).

Theorem 6. Let F be a PUA representation of H with factor system <o and A a PUA
representation of K with factor system a. Then

T G}. (3.9)

Proof. This theorem follows from the preceding theorems in the same way as for the
case of unitary representations (Bradley 1966 and Coleman 1966).

4. Clebsch-Gordan series of induced PUA representations

We assume that all irreducible PUA representations of G are known, and are obtained
with the generalised induction procedure. So each irreducible PUA representation of
G with factor system o- may be written as A"'" \, G, where A1*'" is an irreducible PUA
representation of a subgroup //""" of G with factor system a. In this section we will
consider the Clebsch-Gordan series

f G). (4.1)

Here the multiplicity C(n, i>,p;o-,<o) can be written, according to equation (3.2), as

i(D°(G), (A"" L G)* ® (A"'171 G)®(A"" IG))
C(it,,v,p\cr,oi) = l '

The UA representation (AP<T" L Gf ® (A11" IG)® (A"" 1 G ) can be decomposed by
applying theorem 6 twice. Let us factorise G into double cosets as follows: G =
2 1 / r < V / " < r , let HT" be given by Ht" =g,HM<rgrI and K^1"*" by AT":"MT =
HJ*"7 n / / "" . If A}1" is defined according to equation (3.7) by

A T t o g g r 1 ) - o-foggr1, &>*(«,, g)A"""(g) Vg 6 H" (4.3)

then we have

G}. (4.4)

Now suppose G is factorised into double cosets for each / as follows: G =
2 . ^ ^ , : - . ^ . . ^ ^ ^ a n d f u r t h e r HP.r a n d j p ^ ^ p : ^ a r e d e f i n e d b y Hff =

giAH'-^gll and ^"•"•"••' =H%r nK?':wr. If finally Aft"" is defined according to
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equation (3.7) by

(4.5)

we obtain

(A*"" T G)* ® (A"'" t G)® (A"-" t G)
toir er eu

= 1 1 {((A?r I K)® (ATIK)® (A"-" 1K))T G} (4.6)

where we wrote K,j instead of /f«:"-(':<"-er for brevity. Combining the equations (4.2)
and (4.6) gives

J© (A--- I KU

Finally, using theorem 1 and the fact that, if K% = Ks,i n Go

i(D0(Ku), D)= i(.D°(Kl), DI Kf,)

for each UA representation D of K/,/, we obtain

(4.7)

(4.8)

| O | G
(4.9)

5. Selection rules

Let us consider a physical system with symmetry group G and suppose that the
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of the system transform under g as basis functions
of a PUA representation T of G. An example of such a physical system is an electron
in a crystalline solid with a uniform magnetic field; the symmetry group in this case is a
Shubnikov space group (Brown 1964, Tarn 1969). We are interested in matrix
elements (0J,, Ot4>1)- Here the functions {<f>7, i = 1 , . . . , dim Dy) form a basis fdr the
irreducible PUA representation Dy of G with factor system er:

and O" is an irreducible tensor operator transforming according to the irreducible UA
representation Z>" of G:

i

Analogous to the well known selection rule for unitary representations the matrix
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element (<£;, Ot4>"i) is equal to zero due to the symmetry if the trivial UA represen-
tation of G does not occur in the triple direct product Dp' ® £>" ® D''. This can be
seen as follows.

If D" and De are two inequivalent irreducible UA representations of G then we
have the following orthogonality relation (Dimmock 1963):

1 Di,(g)D0
m'n(g)= 1G DUg)DL(g) = O-

This means that

I D(g)mn= I Z?(g)mn=O

(5.3)

(5.4)

for each UA representation that does not contain the trivial UA representation.
Since the operators T(g) are unitary if g e Go and anti-unitary if g£ Go we have

\G] \O

1 (T(g)<t>>m,ng)ozngrlT(gW)*).
£Go IK£Go

(5.5)

With the equations (5.1) and (5.2) this becomes

I [Dp(g)*®D''(g)®Dl'(g)U.mk,(<rt,OW;))
B«G0 /

(5.6)

and the right-hand-side is equal to zero due to equation (5.4) if D9' ®D"®D" does
not contain the trivial UA representation of G. Now suppose, as in § 4, that D", D"
and D" are obtained with the generalised induction procedure: Z>p = (Ap"<r£.G);
D" = (A"'" J.G) and £>" = A* t G.

From the results of § 4 we finally obtain the result that (<f>m, Ok<pt) is equal to zero
for all m, k and / if (Aft" 1 K°j) ® (A? 4 K% ) ® (A"'1" J, X?,) (notation as in § 4) does
not contain the trivial UA representation of K% for any i and /. Note that the order of
A"""*, A11 and A"1" may be chosen arbitrarily.

In a forthcoming paper we will examine this selection rule for the case where O is a
Shubnikov space group.
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Abstract. The theory of induced PUA representations and selection rules developed in a
previous paper is applied to the Shubnikov space groups. In particular we derive for each
type of Shubnikov space group an expression which governs the vanishing of matrix
elements of irreducible tensor operators.

1. Introduction

As is well known from the results of Bargmann (1954) and Wigner (1939) the Hilbert
space Sff of state vectors of a physical system with a symmetry group G carries a
projective unitary-antiunitary (PUA) representation T of G. All relevant physical
information is contained in matrix elements (<££f, O$<t>1b). Here the vectors <££"
form a basis for SSf and transform under T as

VgeG (1.1)

where D" is an irreducible PUA representation of G with the same factor system as T.
The index a denotes that there may be more than one subset of basis functions
transforming according to D". Further O" is an irreducible tensor operator trans-
forming according to the irreducible UA representation D " of G:

VgeG. (1.2)

In a previous paper (van den Broek 1978, hereafter referred to as I) we derived
selection rules for these matrix elements, especially for the case where the irreducible
PUA representations of G are obtained with the procedure of generalised induction
given by Shaw and Lever (1974). In this paper we will apply the results of I to the
Shubnikov space groups. For the Shubnikov space groups of type I these selection
rules have already been obtained for the case of vector representations (Bradley 1966,
Cracknell and Davies 1976, § 4.7 of Bradley and Cracknell 1972). The definitions of
a factor system, of a PUA representation and of an induced PUA representation have
been given in I and will therefore not be repeated here.

Since Shubnikov space groups are infinite groups one usually applies periodic
boundary conditions to make the groups finite and the irreducible PUA represen-
tations finite-dimensional. Here we will not apply period boundary conditions, but
consider only finite-dimensional irreducible PUA representations.
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2. Selection rules for Shubnikov space groups of types I and HI

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type I or III, H its subgroup of translations and
Go its non-magnetic subgroup. The Shubnikov point groups K and Ko are defined by
G/H and Go/H respectively. The identities of H and K will be denoted by e and E
respectively. Elements of G will be denoted by (t, R) where t e H and R e K. We
define (t, R) by its action on space-time:

(2.1)

where CR is defined by

and IR is a fixed non-primitive translation associated with R. The multiplication of
elements of G is given by

(t, R)(t', R') = (t + Rl'+m(R, R'), RR1) (2.3)

where the mapping m: K x K -»H is given by

m(i?,.R')='R + flfR- = ffiR. (2.4)

Let t\, h and ̂  be basic translations of H. Then each element t of H can be written as
/ =«i / i +/j2/2 + »3̂ 3 for some integers iti, «2 and 113. In the sequel we shall identify t
with the column vector with entries m, «2 and « 3 . Moreover each e lement R of K is

ti given by the integer 3 x 3 matrix which represents R with respect to the basic vectors
I f i , t2 and ti, which is also deno ted by 7?.
I Le t <r be a factor system of G. F r o m two previous papers (van den Broek

I 1977a, b ) it follows that we can choose the basic translat ions and the factor system a
}~ from its equivalence class in such a way that

cr((t, RW, «'))= y(t, Rt')y(t + Rt', m(R, R'))v(R, R')P(R, '') (2.5)

where

Here tT denotes the transpose of / and A is a 3 x 3 matrix of the form

0 m/2N 0
-m/2N 0 0 (2.7)

0 0 0

Furthermore, for each R e K there exists a symmetric 3x3 matrix BR with
where m and ./V are integers with no common factor.

Furthermore, for each R e K there exists a sy
half-integer elements and a column vector k(R) such that

eRR'iTAR~x-A = BR (modi) (2.8)

and

P(R, t) = exp(mtrRTBRRt)exp(-2mlc(R). Rt). (2.9)

So the factor system a is given by m, N, the vectors *(/?), the matrices BR and the
mapping v:
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The irreducible PUA representations of G with factor system <r are obtained from
the irreducible pu representations at H with factor system y with the procedure of
generalised induction (for a brief description of this procedure see van den Broek
1977b). The irreducible PU representations of / / with factor system y axe. all N-
dimensional and labelled by a vector k, the three components of which run through
the interval [0, 1). Their matrix elements are given by

\D (01,,-.

if (t2+j-i/N) is integer (2.10)

0 otherwise.

For each R e K the PU representation Dk
R of H is defined by

D%(t) = [Dk(R~lt)]RP*(R,R~lt) (2.11)

where, if M is a scalar or a matrix, MR is defined by

\M

and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
With the criterion derived in van den Broek (1977b) one can easily check whether

or not Dk and £>R are equivalent.
Let K" be the subgroup of K denned by Kk = {R eK\D% ~Dk). The orbit of Dk

is defined by OTb(Dk) = {Dk
R\ReK) and the little group Lk of Dk is defined by

Lk={{t,R)\R&Kk). For each ReKk there exists a unitary matrix Uk(R) with the
property

Dk(t)= Uk(R)Dk
R(t)Ul1 (R). (2.13)

If we define

Uk(t,R) = Dk{t)Uk(R) V(t,R)eLk (2.14)

then Uk is a PUA representation of Lk with a factor system to which can be shown to
be of the form (van den Broek 1976, 1977a)

t', /?'))= y{t, Rf)y(t + Rf, m(R, R'))fi(R, R')P(R, f). (2.15)

Thus the factor system (o-J.(L* xLk))u>* reduces to a factor system i/fi* of Kk. If £ is
an irreducible PUA representation of Kk with factor system v/x*, then A, defined by

A(t,R)=Uk(t,R)®E(R) V(t,R)eLk (2.16)

is an irreducible PUA representation of Lk with factor system o-l(Lk xL*). A
complete set of inequivalent irreducible PUA representations of G with factor system
a is given by {D \D = A^G}, where A is given by equation (2.16); E runs through a
complete set of inequivalent irreducible PUA representations of Kk with factor system
i>{&* and, from each orbit of irreducible PU representations of H with factor system y,
one representative is taken.

In I we deduced that the matrix elements (</>„", 0*0;"'*) can only be non-zero if the
trivial UA representation of G occurs in the triple direct product Dli®Dp'®D''
(notation as in the introduction). Suppose that the irreducible PUA representations D" \
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and D" of G with factor system cr and the irreducible UA representation £>" of G
have been obtained with the procedure of generalised induction as described above:

A1*, Ap and A" have the form of equation (2.16) and are defined on Lk , Lk and Lk

respectively, which are the little groups of Dk , Dk and Dk respectively. Here Dk

and Dk are irreducible pu representations of H with factor system y and are given by
equation (2.10), and Dk is a one-dimensional representation of H:

Dk"(t) = exp(2mk".t). (2.17)

Now factorise G into double cosets as follows:

and let Lk' be given by L*' = («, /?,)!*'(«, R()~
l and /.?'•* by Lk' nLk for each double

coset representatative (*, /?,). Again factorise G into double cosets for each i as
follows:

and define Lk] and Af by Lk'i = (e, Ru)L
k (e, /?/.,-)"' and Af = L*,' n Lkk n Go respec-

tively. Note that M is a subgroup of Go and contains H as an invariant subgroup. The
PUA representation A? of Lk with factor system a-l(Lk xLk)\s defined by

Ap((«, R

\ «. Ri))o*((e.

(2.18)

and the UA representation A£ of Lk] by

' * * (2.19)

From I it follows that the trivial UA representation of G occurs in the triple direct
product D* ® D°* ® D" if and only if the trivial representation of M occurs in the
triple direct product (A£,[ M)® (Af 1 Af )* ® (A" 1M) for some i and /. This is the case
if and only if

£ Tr A£(f, « ) T r Af(f, i?)Tr A"(r, /?)# 0 (2.20)
( t )

for some / and /.
For irreducible unitary vector representations the summation over the translations

in the left-hand side of equation (2.20) can be carried out, giving the desired selection
rules immediately (Bradley 1966, Bradley and Cracknell 1972). However, this is not
possible in the general case, since Dk and Dk are TV-dimensional instead of one-
dimensional. Let us therefore consider the subgroup Hi of H, defined by

Hi = { reH\t i = «iJV; t2 = n2N; nu n2 integer}. (2.21)

This subgroup has two important properties; it is invariant under the matrices R of K
(van den Broek 1977b) and on H\, Dk and Dk are multiples of the unit matrix

Dk(Qt) = [exp{27ri(ft. t - £ mNtih)}]l (2.22)
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and similarly for k\ where I is the N-dimensional unit matrix and Q is given by

0 = 0 N 0 . (2.23)

Any tsH can uniquely be written as t = Qs + w, where seH, O=£wi, w2<N and
H>3 = 0. Our purpose is to write equation (2.20) for each i and j in the form

E / E / ) (2.24)
w.R i

and then to carry out the summation over s.
Therefore we will evaluate the three traces appearing in equation (2.20), put all

factors not depending on s in f\ and forget about them; it will turn out that f2 is
independent of w and R. Of these calculations only an outline will be given. The
result is given in equation (2.30). Let us first consider the term Tr A£,(f, R). We first
use equation (2.19), then use the fact that A" is a UA representation of L* to split off
the term [A 1 *^ 1 Qs,E)]R*' and finally apply the equations (2.16) and (2.14). We
then find that the only term dependent on s is exp{2meRiik". RJjQs}.

Next consider the term Tr A"(f, R). We can split off the term A"(Qs, E) since A" is
a PUA representation of Lk and then use equation (2.5) to handle the factor system.
Applying the equations (2.16), (2.14) and (2.10) shows that the s-dependent terms are
y*(Qs, w) exp{[2m(l!r. s - § mNsiS2)}.

Finally we consider the term Tr Af(f, R). First we use equation (2.18) and then
split off the term [Ap*(^r1Os, £)]"'. The factor systems are handled again with
equation (2.5). If we now apply the equations (2.16), (2.14) and (2.10) we find that
the 5-dependent terms are

y*(Qs, m(R, R,))r(Qs, m(R,, RJlRR,))

yR'(R7'Qs, R7lw-m(R7\ Ri)+R71m(R, Rt)+m(R7\ RRt))

P(Rh R7lOs + R7iw-m(R7\ R,)+R71m(R, R,)+m(R7\ RRt))

exp{-27rie«,(fc'. Q-tR71Qs-lmN(Q-1R7iQsMQ~iR71Qsh)l (225)

From equation (3.4) of van den Broek (1976) it follows that

/»(/?,, R7iQs + R7lw-m(R7\ Ri)+R71m(R, R,)+m(R7i, RRi)) = P(RhR7lQs)

P(Rh R7lw-m(R7\ Rt)+R71m(R, Ri)+m(R7\ RRi))

y(Qs, w~Rtm(R7l, Ri)+m(R, Ri)+Rim(R7\ RRd)

y*R'(R7lQs, R7lw-m{R7\ R,)+R7lm(R,Ri)+m(R71,RR,)). (2.26)

Now we take the 5-dependent factors of the three terms together, substitute the
right-hand side of equation (2.26) for its left-hand side, leave out the second term of
this right-hand side since it does not depend on s and simplify the result using the
relations

(2.27)

Vt,?,t"eH (2.28)
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which follow immediately from equation (2.6), and

VR,R',R"eK (2.29)

which follows immediately from the definition of the mapping m: Kx.K -+H. Finally
we find that /2(s; H>; R) is independent of w and R and, if we use equation (2.9), is
given by

/2($) = exp[27ri{€R,,Jt". RJ,-Qs-eR,k'. Q^RJ^Qs

(2.30)

(2.31)

. Os}].

Let us first consider the function <j>{s) defined by

Then

where

y~i _

From equation (2.8) it follows that

0
1
0

1
0
0

0
0
0,

(mod 1).

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

Therefore the right-hand side of equation (2.32) is equal (mod 1) up to a sign to the
right-hand side of equation (4.20) of van den Broek (1977b) (if * is replaced by t and
R71 by /?). But this right-hand side was proved to be an integer; thus 4>(s + s')-

)—4>(s') is integral and we may write

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

<f>(s) = p(Ri).s (modi).

From equation (2.31) it follows that we can choose p(Rt) by

lk' + k-

2N v

Equation (2.30) now becomes

/z(s) = exp{2iris. (eRll0RJ,lTk"- eRlC

So £r/2(s) is equal to zero unless

eRllQR7.rk"-€RiOR7lTO~1k'+k-Ok(Rl)+p(Ri) = (modi)

and our final result is that the matrix elements {<f> „", O£<f> T*) are equal to zero for each
m, k and / unless there exist values for ; and / such that equation (2.38) holds. Note
that the results of Bradley (1966) and Bradley and Cracknell (1972) for the case of
unitary representations are re-obtained by putting eRll = eRi = 1, k(Ri) = p(Ri) = 0 and
replacing O by the unit matrix.
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3. Selection rules for Shvbnikov space groups of types II and IV

Since the derivation of selection rules for the Shubnikov space groups of type II and
type IV is in many respects analogous to the derivations of the previous section, we
will not give here the complete derivation; instead we will restrict ourselves to
mentioning the differences with the previous section.

Let G be a Shubnikov space group of type II and G its unitary subgroup which is a
type I Shubnikov space group. The notation of elements of G will be as in the
previous section. Elements of G will be denoted by (t, R, e) where (t, R)e G and c
equals ±1 . We define (r, R, e) by its action on space-time:

(3.1)

(3.2)

(r, R, e)(x; t)= (Rx + t + tR;et).

The multiplication of elements of G is given by

(t, R, e)(t', R1, e') = (f + Rt' + m(R, R'), RR\ ee').

Let to be a factor system of G. From van den Broek (1977a, b) it follows that to can be
chosen from its equivalence class in such a way that

<u((r, R, <•), (r\ R', e')) = o-((t, R), (r\ R))N(e, e')M(e; « ' , R')) (3.3)

where <r is a factor system of G which has all the properties of the previous section,
and M has the properties

V(t,R)eG

and

(-l , (I, E)) =

(3.4)

(3.5)

for some vector k-\.
For each irreducible PU representation Dk of H with factor system y, and each

coset representative (e, R,e)o(G with respect to H, the irreducible PU representation
D*R,t) of H is defined by

' (3.6)

(3.7)

where, if M is a scalar or a matrix, Mt is defined by Mi = M and Af_i = At*.
Analogous to the derivation of equation (2.20) we obtain

(f.R.l)eM
TrA£(»,/?,l)TrAr(r,/?,l)TrA"(f,/?,l)#O

the only difference with the previous section being that the double coset represen-
tatives are given here by («, Rif«,) and («, /?,.,, e;.i) and the upper indices R are
replaced by lower indices e. The first and the third terms in equation (3.7) are handled
in exactly the same way as the corresponding terms of equation (2.20). The s-
dependent factors of the second term are given by equation (2.25) (where the upper
index Rt of the third factor is replaced by the lower index e,) and the term

M(e,;(RTlQs + R71w-m(RT\Ri)+R71m(R,R,)+m(R7l,RRi)),R7lRRi).

Again we can write equation (2.26) (without the upper index A, of the last factor of
the right-hand side) and for the new term we can write with equation (3.4) of van den
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Broek (1976)

w -m(R7\ Ri)+R7xm(R, Ri)+m(R7\ RR,), R7lRRd)

M(er, (R71Os, E))M(e,; (R7lw-m(R7\ Ri)+R71m(R, Rf)

+ m(RT\ RR7), R7'RRi))S(ei)y
2(R7lOs, R7lw-m(R7\ /?,)

+ RTim(R,Ri)+m(RT\ RRd) (3.8)

where 5(ef) is defined by 5(l) = 0 and «S(-1) = 1.
For /2(s) we obtain an expression analogous to equation (2.30); however, there is

now an extra factor Af(e,; (R71Os, £)). If we define k+i to be the zero vector we can
write from equations (3.4) and (3.5)

A/(e,; (RJlQs, E)) = exp(2mQR7'Tkti. s). (3.9)

Therefore the final result is that the matrix elements (4>™, Ok<f>i'b) are equal to zero
for each m, k and / unless there exist values for i and / such that

el,QR7rk"-eiQR71TQ~ik+k-Qk(Ri)+p(Ri)+QR7lTkm =0 (modi)
(3.10)

Now let G be a Shubnikov space group of type IV and G its unitary subgroup. The
notation of elements of G will be as before, and elements of G will be denoted by

•j (t, R, e) where (r, R)e G anc: e equals ±1. The action of (/, R, e) on space-time is
j given by

I t) (3.11)
where S(e) is defined by 5(l) = 0 and 5 ( - l ) = 1; ta is a translation which does not
belong to the subgroup H of translations of G, but 2t0 does belong to H. The
multiplication of elements of G is given by

(r, R, e)(t', R', e')=(t+Rt'+m(R, R')+S(e)Rto-S(e)e'RR'ta, RR',«'). (3.12)

Let to be a factor system of G. From van den Broek (1977a, b) it follows that <o can be
chosen from its equivalence class in such a way that

= o-((/, R), ((', R'),)a{{t, R)(f, R')t, n(e, e'))N(e, e-)M(e; (»', R')) (3.13)

where cr is a factor system of G which has all the properties of the previous section;
n(e, e') is given by

»(1,1)= n ( l , - 1 ) = M ( - 1 , l)=(e,E)

and

(f, R), is given by (f, /?)i = (r, /?) and (/, /?)_i = (t + to-Rto, R), and Af satisfies equa-
tions (3.4) and (3.5).

The derivation of the selection rules in this case is analogous to the case of
Shubnikov space groups of type II. The only difference is the appearance of the
translation t0 in the calculations, but in the final result t0 cancels, so we obtain again
equation (3.10) as a necessary condition of the non-vanishing of matrix elements.
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CLEBSCH GORDAN COEFFICIENTS OF FINITE MAGNETIC GROUPS

P.M. van den Broek

Institute for theoretical physics, University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen,

the Netherlands

Abstract:

A detailed method is given for the calculation of Clebsch Gordan

coefficients of finite magnetic groups. This method is a generalisa-

tion of a new method for the calculation of Clebsch Gordan

coefficients of finite nonmagnetic groups which makes use of the

fact that the Clebsch Gordan coefficients may be arranged into

vectors which are eigenvectors of certain projection matrices.
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1. Introduction

According to the well-known results of Bargmann (1954) and Wigner

(1939) the Hilbert space of state vectors of a physical system with a

symmetry group G carries a projective unitary-antiunitary (PUA)

representation of G. All relevant physical information, such as transition

probabilities, is contained in matrix elements of irreducible tensor

operators which transform according to irreducible PUA representations

of G. An important tool for the calculation of these matrix elements is

the Wigner-Eckart theorem (Koster 1958), which has been generalised for

finite magnetic groups by Aviran and Zak (1968). To apply the Wigner-

Eckart theorem one needs the Clebsch Gordan coefficients of G.

Recently a step forward in the theory of Clebsch Gordan coefficients

of nonmagnetic groups has been made by the observation that columns of

Clebsch Gordan coefficients are eigenvectors of some projection matrices.

This observation was made first by Schindler and Mirraan (1977) for the

symmetric groups. A detailed procedure for the construction of the

Clebsch Gordan coefficients was then given by van den Broek and Cornwell

(1978). The advantage of this method over previous methods is that the

calculations are straightforward, problems related to multiplicity

(overlooked for instance in Cornwell 1970 and Berenson and Birman 1974)

are properly taken care of and tedious adhoc methods (Sakata 1974a) and

orthogonalisation procedures (Koster 1958) are avoided.

The present paper extends the methods of van den Broek and Cornwell

(1978) to nonmagnetic groups. It will turn out that as in the case of

nonmagnetic groups the columns of Clebsch Gordan coefficients are eigen-

vectors of projection matrices but that some additional constraints

have to be imposed on these eigenvectors which depend on the type (I, II
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or III) of UA representations in the decomposition. I will show that

these three types of constraints can easily be dealt with.

Relations for the Clebsch Gordan coefficients of finite magnetic

groups have been given by Aviran and Litvin (1973), Rudra (1974) and

Kotsev (1974). However, none of these authors proves that these

relations are sufficient, i.e. that each solution indeed provides

a set of Clebsch Gordan coefficients. Also a systematic way of solving

these relations has not been given.

Different approaches to the problem of calculating' Clebsch Gordan

coefficients for finite magnetic groups have been given by Gard and

Backhouse (1975) and Sakata (1974b). Gard and Backhouse (1975) assume

that the Clebsch Gordan coefficients of the nonmagnetic subgroup are

known and give a method to construct from them the Clebsch Gordan

coefficients of the whole group. It is clear that this way of calculating

Clebsch Gordan coefficients for magnetic groups by first calculating

the Clebsch Gordan coefficients of the nonmagnetic subgroup and then

applying the procedure of Gard and Backhouse (1975) is a roundabout

way.

Sakata (1974b) obtains a collection of matrices which fulfill the

requirements to be matrices of Clebsch Gordan coefficients except for

being unitary (or even nonsingular). The problem then remains to find

among this collection of matrices a unitary matrix, which might be

quite complicated.

In section 3 we will discuss the relations for the Clebsch Gordan

coefficients of finite magnetic groups of Aviran and Litvin (1973) and

Kotsev (1974) and show that these relations are indeed sufficient.

Moreover we will show that the solutions of these relations automatically
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satisfy the orthogonality relations, which means that each solution

gives a matrix of Clebsch Gordan coefficients which is unitary.

The main part of this paper will be section 4 where we will derive a

straightforward method to solve the equations of section 3.

A summary of this method will be given in section 5, especially for

those readers who wish to use the method without bothering for the

proofs and the derivations.

In section 6 we will give a derivation of the Wigner-Eckart

theorem for finite magnetic groups which is different from the

derivation of Aviran and Zak (1968) and which shows the close

connection between the form of the Wigner-Eckart theorem and the lemma

of Schur for finite magnetic groups.

Although one has in general to consider PUA representations of G

we will restrict ourselves to UA representations in this paper. The

generalisation to PUA representations however is trivial; all results

hold as well for PUA representations.
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2. Definitions and preliminaries

Let G be a finite group and G a subgroup of G of index 2. A

unitary-antiunitary (UA) representation of G with respect to G is a

homomorphic mapping T from G into the group of unitary and antiunitary

operators on some Hilbert space X such that T(g) is unitary if g £ G

and T(g) is antiunitary if g ̂  G . In the following we shall drop the

phrase "with respect to G ". Suppose % is finitedimensional and let

{<J>.,....,$ } be an orthonormal basis of ]t . For each operator T(g)

a unitary nxn matrix D(g) is defined by D..(g) • (<|>. ,T(g)<f>.).

The matrices D(g) satisfy

D(g) D8(g») - D(gg') \/g,g'£G (2.1)

where D* is defined by

g P « « « G o (2.2)
if g <t Go

I
/•• A UA representation of G can also be defined to be a mapping from G

into the unitary matrices of some dimension n such that equation (2.1)

holds. The connection with the previous definition lies in the choice

of the basis {<(>. <fr } of 3£ . In the sequel T and D will always
I n

denote an operator and a matrix respectively.

A UA representation T of G is reducible if there exists a proper

subspace of .5£ which is invariant under T(G); otherwise T is irreducible.

Two UA representations T. and T, of G in the Hilbert spaces H. and H.

respectively are equivalent if there exists a unitary mapping U: H, •*• H.

such that

TjC-^U - U T2(g) Vg«rG (2.3a)

or, equivalently,, in terms of matrices:

two UA representations D. and D_ of G are equivalent if there exists
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a unitary matrix U such that

Dj(g)Ug - U D2(g) f g 6 G (2.3b)

According to Wigner (1959) the irreducible UA representations are

divided into three types: the restriction DIG of an irreducible UA

representation D of G to G , which is a unitary representation of G ,

is irreducible (Type 1), is reducible into two equivalent irreducible

components (Type II), or is reducible into two inequivalent irreducible

components (Type III).

Let a be a fixed element of GSG . An irreducible UA representation
o

of G of type II is equivalent with a UA representation which has the

form

/A(g) 0 \ / 0 U
V

D ( 8 ) " \ 0 A(g) V S * V D ( a > " \ - U O

k where A is an irreducible unitary representation of G and U satisfies

UU* - -A(a2) (2.5)

and

UA*(a~!ga)U~1 - A(g) tfg € G (2.6)

An irreducible UA representation of G of type III is equivalent with

a UA representation which has the form

A(a2)

where A is an irreducible unitary representation of G which is not

equivalent with A defined by A(g) « A (a ga).

An irreducible UA representation is said to be on standard form if it is i

of type I, if it is of type II and satisfies equation (2.4) or if it is '
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i

of type III and satisfies equation (2.7). So each irreducible UA

representation is equivalent with an irreducible UA representation which

is on standardform. From now on we will only consider one fixed chosen

representative which is on standard form of each class of equivalent

irreducible UA representations. These representatives will be denoted

by Da, D ,...,.., and their dimensions by d-d ,...

The lemma of Schur may be generalised for irreducible UA represen-

tations as follows.

Let D be an irreducible UA representation of G which is on standardform

and let U be a matrix which satisfies

D(g)U8 - UD(g) Vg e G (2.8)

then

U = Xil X e < if D is of type I, (2.9a)

!A»u£C if D is of type II (2.9b)V - I*J ft] !

and ,'xl o
i f D i s o f cyPe UI (2.9c)

( 1 always denotes a unit matrix).

From this the following orthogonality relations may be derived

j (Dimmock 1963, Kotsev 1974).

If DY is of type I:

( 2' 1 0 a )
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If D Y is of type II:

If D Y is of type III:

E Y* n
g -s* G pq kJi pk QZ yi)

o

r Y* n
g ̂  G pq k£. pk Oil yn

o

Here |G| is the order of G; p ̂  q means 1 < p,q < -r1 or y*- + 1 < p,q < dr. P

In equation (2.11) and in the remainder of this paper indices of the

type k + •=-* should be taken modulo dy.

It should be noted that the orthogonality relations in this form do

not hold in general if the UA representations are not on standardform-
o

The direct product D ® D of two irreducible UA representations

D and D of G is defined by

(D <S? D ) (g) , . * D (g) . D (g) , v g € G (2.13)

In general Da ig D is a reducible UA representation of dimension d d.;

suppose it is equivalent with the direct sura S (b mD . Then there
Y

exists a unitary matrix U with the property

(Da ® DB) (g) U 8 - U E © m DY(g) Vg 4 G (2.1 A)
Y

The elements of the matrix U are the Clebsch Gordan coefficients.

We label the rows of U by the pairs (i,j); i • l,2,..,d ; j » l,2,...,d,,

and the colums of U by the triples (y.T.k) with m ^ 0;
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T " l,2,...,m and k » l,2,...d . The Clebsch Gordan coefficients may

then be denoted by
/ot P Y»T\

U j k /

Another definition of the Clebsch Gordan coefficients, which is

easily shown to be completely equivalent with the preceding definition

is the following.

Let T be a homomorphic mapping from G into the operators on a d cl-
ot p

dimensional Hilbert space X- such that T(g) is unitary if g € G and

T(g) is antiunitary if g f G Q; let {«?? (i = 1,2 dft;j - l,2,..,d )

be an orthonormal basis of % which transforms under T according to

£ G (2.15)

1
Then there exists in K. an orthonormal basis {<!>/' } (m )* 0 1

K y
T • l,2,...,m ; k - I,2,...,dy) such that

T(g) ^ ' T (2.16)

The Clebsch Gordan coefficients are then defined by

i,j \ x J

Y' T\ 0.6

k *ii

Since both bases are orthonormal it follows

x**'*' _ r* r i .i. T > T

ij

(2.17)

(2.18)

Now we define for each Y with m > 0 and for p,q » l,2,...,dT

the operators PY and QY by
v pq pq '

(2.19)

and

pq
(2.20)
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If D is of type II or type III P is equal to zero if p i> q and

Q is equal to zero if p % q.

From the definitions the following expressions are derived immediate-

T < g ) P p q

q.r+Tr* P+«*»s

and finally if D Y is of type III

D Y
p(g) P Y

q V g * G \ G Q (2.21d)

Using the orthogonality relations one can derive in a straightforwarc

way the following expressions:

i
i P Y P n • |6 S P Y (2.22a)
f pq rs 2 yn qr ps

(2.22b)

(2.22c)

(2.22d)

d P Y
 d ) (P ~ q) (2.23a)

q.r+jt p+yt,s

d P Y
 d ) (P + q) (2.23b)

(p <x. q) (2.23c)

(p i. q) (2.23d)

If D Y is of

pY pn
pq rs

Qp"q Qrs

P Y Q n

pq xrs

Q Y P n

pq rs

if D Y is of

pY pn
pq rs

Q Y Q n

pq rs

P Y Q n

pq Nrs

Q Y P11

pq rs

type

SB

-

-

type

- s

* 5.

" 6.

! I

J6 6 P Y

yn qr ps

{6 6 P Y

yn qr ps

iS 6 Q Y

yn qr ps

{6 6 Q Y

yn qr ps

II

(6 P Y +
yn qr ps

(5 P Y -
yn qr ps

(6 Q Y +
yn qr ps

(6 Q Y -
yn qr Hps

t

6

6

6

6
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PY

pq

QY

pq

P Y

pq

pn

rs

Q71
rs

Qn
rs

= 66
Yn qr

= 66
Yn qr

'66
YH qr

PY

ps

PY

ps

QY

ps

(P

(P

(P

(P

* q)

i q)

-v, q)

* q)

(2.24a)

(2.24b)

(2.24c)

(2.24d)QT P" - 6 6 Qr .
pq rs Yn qr ps

From the orthogonality relations and equation (2.16) it follows that

the operators P and Q act as follows on the basis elements 41/ :
rs ITS K

If DY is of type I

pq vk s Yn qkvp

Y T"l T Y

Q }h 9 " 5 6 6 ^

if DY is of type II

pq "Yn-qk-p

and if DY is of type III

P
pq

6 6 ,i|i
Yn qkrp

Y1 qk P

(2.25a)

(2.25b)

(2.26a)

(p * q) (2.27a)

(p -P q) (2.27b)
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3. Equations for the Clebsch Gordan coefficients

Let us consider the matrix elements of P' and Q with respect to
pq pq v

the basis {$..} . From equation (2.15) it follows

and

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

i

On the other hand, it follows from equation (2.18) that

\ mn pq i j / ^ ^ n ' , T - , k « \ * n

n T \ / O B TI 'T ' I*

i j ' Ppq V

and

Using the equations (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27) this becomes if T)y is of

type i

»B pY
mn pq i

and

a 6

m n

a 6

m n

T \ / a 0

P , / \ i J

Y xVa 6

Y T

Y T

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

if D is of type I I

, P
pq

a B

tn n

x\/a 3 Y T\ /a e Y T \ ' a B
/ . . +S dy ! . .

Y x\/a

p J\i

and (p * q)

(P "P q)

(3.4a)
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and if D is of type III

(•••.»* • ? ? ) - £ f ° B ! Y T ) ( ° B

\ mn pq y i j / T ̂ m n ; p /\j. j
q .

(p <\, q)

and
y TV a B j y T\

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

Y Y

Let A(Y>p,q) and B(Y,p,q) be the matrices of P and Q respectively

with respect to the basis {$?.}:

A(Y.P.q) •• Ppq

B(Y,P.q) •• ( V , QIK'^ ran.ij vnn pq

Let c(y,T,k) be column matrix of dimension d d. given by

i j

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.7)

Then the equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) can be written as the

equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) respectively:

A(Y»P,q)

B(Y.P.q)

{ Z c(Y,T,p) C (Y.T.q)

J Z c(Y»T,p) (T(Y,T,q)
T

I C(Y,T,P) C (Y»T»q)+ s
T T

B(Y,P,q) - E c(Y,T,p) c(Y,T,q) - E

A(Y»P»q) " 2 c(Y,T,p) C (Y.T.q) (p * q)

B(Y»P»q) " E C(Y,T,P) c(Y,T,q) (p 1> q)

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(p <v q) (3.9a)

(p <fi q) (3.9b)

(3.10a)

(3.10b)
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Here c denotes the row matrix which is the transpose of c.

Now we will show that a solution of these equations is indeed a

unitary matrix of Clebsch Gordan coefficients. The orthogonality

relations of the Clebsch Gordan coefficients take the form

I C<Y,T,k) C (Y,T,k) - 1 (3.11)

But from the equations (3.8a), (3.9a) and (3.10a) it follows that

£ c(y,T,k) c (y,T,k) is the same for each solution, and therefore
Y.T.k
this sum must be equal to the unit matrix, since we know that a

unitary matrix of Clebsch Gordan coefficients exists. So each solution

indeed gives a unitary matrix. To show that this unitary matrix is a f

matrix of Clebsch Gordan coefficients we have to prove equation (2.16)

if equation (2.15) holds and if the basis {iJ;Y'T}is defined by equation

(2.17) where the coefficients are some solution of the equations (3.8) j

(for the DY of type I), (3.9) (for the DY of type II) and (3.10) (for I

the DY of type III). j

From the equations (2.17) and (2.15) it follows that

a S n

i.j.m.n 1 3
If we substitute for A(y,p,q) .. the righthandside of equation

(3.3a), (3.4a) or (3.5a), take into account the orthogonality relations '

for the coefficients and use equation (2.17) again then we obtain the

equations (2.25a), (2.26a) and (2.27a) respectively. The equations (2.25b), .;

(2.26b) and (2.27b) are derived similarly. '

From the equations (2.25a), (2.26a) and (2.27a) it follows
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PY *Y'T= ot*Y'
pq q p

iwhere a - J if D is of type I and a = \ if D Y is of type II or of type III.

If we apply T(g) on both sides of this equation for g J G it follows

from equation (2.21a) that

Dk P
Dk <«> *

and using equation (3.13) we obtain equation (2.16) for g e G .

From the equations (2.25b), (2.26b) and (2.27b) it follows

QY * Y > T = c^Y'T (3.15)
>q vq yp

Applying T(g) on both sides of this equation for g 6 G V G we again

obtain equation (3.14), and thus equation (2.16), by using equation
1

(2.21d).
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A(Y.p.q)

B(Y.p.q)

A(Y.p.q)

B(Y.p.q)

A(Y,

B (Y

B(Y,

A (Y

Moreover, since

r.s) -

,r,s)

r,s) =

,r,s)

P Y + «
pq

2 qr

qr

qr

A(Y

A(Y

B(Y

B(Y

PY and i
qp

.P.s)

.P.s)

.P.s)

.P.s)

pq

4. Solution of the equations

In this section we will give a method for solving the equations

(3.8), (3.9) and (3.10). Let us start with equation (3.8). Since here

DY is of type I it follows from the equations (2.22) and (3.6) that

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.1c)

(4.Id)

Q it follows from equation (3.6)

that

•~* f
A (Y.P.q) " A(Y.q.p) (4.2a) j

B (Y.P.q) " B(Y.q.p) (4.2b) I

1
s Since we know that the solutioas of equation (3.8) obey the orthogonality

/; relations it follows that these solutions also satisfy

A(Y.P.q) c (Y.T.k) - J6qk C(Y,T,P) (4.3a)

B(Y.P.q) c (Y.T.k) - J<5 C(Y,T,P) (4.3b)

and, with p • q • k

A(Y,k,k) c <Y,T,k) - J c(Y,T,k) (4.4a)

B(Y.k.k) c*(Y.T,k) - J c(Y,T,k) (4.4b)

Suppose we have found m orthonormal solutions c(Y,x,k) (T * l,2,...m )

of equation (4.4) for some fixed value of k, then it follows from

equation (4.3a) that for p f k.the vectors C(Y.T.P) are given by

C(Y.T.P) - 2A(Y,p,k) c(Y,T,k) (4.5) {

We will show that equation (3.8) is then satisfied. Since 2PY is
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a projection operator which projects on a subspace of dimension m (see

equation (2.25a)) the matrix A(Y,k,k) has exactly m independent eigen-

vectors with eigenvalue J and the other independent eigenvectors have

all eigenvalue 0. Since we supposed we found m orthogonal eigenvectors

c(Y,f,k) (T • l,2,...,m )' with eigenvalue { this set may be extended

with eigenvectors with eigenvalue 0 to an orthonormal basis of eigen-

vectors of A(Y,k,k). The relation

A(Y,k,k) - i Z c(Y,T,k) "c (Y.T.k) (4.6a)
T

is now proved by verifying that both sides give the same result if they

are applied to this orthonormal set of eigenvectors.

In the same way the relation

B(Y.k.k) = i Z c(Y,T,k) c (Y.T.k) (4.6b)
T

is proved, using the complex conjugates of the orthonormal set of

eigenvectors. Equation (3.8) may now be derived immediately from the

equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.1) and (4.2).

So the problem of solving equation (3.8) is reduced to the problem

of finding m orthonormal vectors c(Y,T,k) (T » l,2,...m ) which

satisfy equation (4.4).

Let ty be a non-zero column of A(Y,k,k), say the mn-th column:

ij». . - A(Y,k,k).. (4.7)
ij lj.mn

Note that <|i i(i » jA(Y,k,k) , which means that a column of A(Y,k,k)
nrn,mn

is non-zero if and only if the diagonal term of this column is non-zero.

Let $ be the mn-th column of B(Y,k,k):

We obtain immediately from equation (4.1) that
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- J $ (4.9a)

A(Y,k,k)(<> - J $ (4.9b)

If A(v,k,k) is not equal to - B(v,k,k) then to+A is
mn ,tnn mn ,mn

non-zero and satisfies equation (4.4). So after normalising this

vector we may define it to be c(Y»l,k):

c(Y,l,k) - *-£J (4.10)
k > >

If it happens that A(Y,k,k) ~ - B(Y.k,k) then the vector
mn,mn mn,mn

i(i|i-())) is non-zero and satisfies equation (4.4); so then we may take

c(Y.l»k) equal to this vector after normalising it:

c(Y,l,k) « i(*"*> . (4.M)
}

If my > 2 we define A'(Y,k,k) and B'(Y,k,k) by

A'(Y,k,k) - A(Y,k,k) - | c(Y,l,k) c (Y.l.k) (4.12a)

B'(Y.k.k) - B(Y,k,k) - \ c(Y,l,k) ^(Y.l.k) (4.12b)

It is easy to check that the equations (4.1) and (4.2) (with p,q,r and s :

all equal to k) hold as well for A'(Y.k,k) and B'(Y,k,k).

Therefore we obtain in the same way as above a normalised vector

c(y,2,k) which satisfies

A'(Y.k.k) c(y,2,k) - i c(Y,2,k) (4.13a)

B'(Y.k.k) c*(Y,2,k) - i c(Y,2,k) (4.13b) !
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Now since

A(Y,k,k) A'(Y,k,k) = i A'(Y,k,k) (4.14)

and

B(Y,k,k) B' (Y.k.k) = \ A'(Y,k,k) (4.15)

we obtain from equation (4.13a)

A(Y,k,k) c(Y,2,k) = | c(Y,2,k) (4.16a)

and from equation (4.13b)

3(Y,k,k) c*(Y,2,k) - | c(Y,2,k) (4.16b)

If we apply both sides of equation (4.12a) to the vector c(Y,2,k) we

find c (Y,i,k) c(y,2,k) « 0; so c(v,l,k) and c(Y,2,k) are orthogonal.

Thus we have shown that the vector c(Y,2,k) satisfies all requirements.

It is obvious that if m >_ 3 we may proceed in this way until m

orthonormal vectors satisfying equation (4.4) are obtained.

Let us now consider equation (3.9). Note that we only have to

consider equation (3.9a) for p,q < -^- and equation (3.9b) for p < r^

and q > —L. Let us define the vectors d(Y,T,p) for T • 1,2,...,2m and

dv
p - 1,2 j1- by

d(Y,T,p) - C(Y,T,P) 1 < T < itî, (4.17a)

m < t < 2 m (4.17b)

This definition only implies a different labeling of the vectors

dv
c(Y,T,p). Equation (3.9a), for p,q < -^- now becomes

Y ^*
A(Y,P,q) - 2 d(Y,T,p) d (Y.T.q) (4.18a)

T-l

and equation (3 .9b) , for P i -r1 a^d q > o^ feecomes
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m , m
Y - dY Y

B(Y»P,q) - £ d(Y,T,p) d(Y,x+m q - ^ ) - X d(Y,T+mv, ^
T-1

 Y l
 T=1

 Y Z

which may be written as
2mY

C(Y,P,q) - £ E(T) d(Y,T,p) d(Y,T+m ,q) (A.18b)
T=1

 Y

d
where p,q < j^- , C(Y,p,q) is defined by

d
C(Y,P,q) - B(Y»P,q+ 2 1 ) . (A.19)

G(T) is defined by

, , S ' if 1 < T < mY (4>2Q)
E(lT; " ) -1 if m < T < 2m

I Y - 7

and T+m should be read as T+m (mod 2m ).

So equation (3.9) has been rewritten as equation (A.18), with the

definitions of the equations (A.17), (A.19) and (A.20), and the
d

parameters p,q now run from 1 until ~ •
From the equations (2.23), (3.6) and (A.19) and the fact that

QY - -QY d d and PY » PY d d if DY is of type II it
M P * ^ ^ P q P ^ ^

d
follows that for p,q,r,s <_ •—

A(Y,P.q) A(Y,r,s) - 6 A(Y,P,S) (A.21a)

C(Y»P,q) C*(Y,r,s) - -6 A(Y,P,S) (A.21b)

A(Y,p,q) C(Y,r,s) - 6qr C(Y,P,S) (A.21C)

C(Y,p,q) A^Y.r.s) - 6qr C(Y,P,s) (A.21d)

Moreover, since P » P and Q1 » Q' it follows from the equations
pq qp pq ^qp

(3.6) and (A. 19) that

A (Y.P.q) - A(Y,q,p) (A.22a)

C* (YtP.q) - -C(Y.q,p) (A.22b)
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Since we know that the solutions of equation (4.18) satisfy the

orthogonality relations it follows that these solutions also satisfy

A(y,p,q) d(Y,T,k) - 6qfc d(Y,T,p) (4.23a)

C(y,p,q) d (Y.t.k) - 6 e(T+m ) d(Y,T+m ,p) (4.23b)

and, with p=q=k

A(Y,k,k) d(Y,T,k) - d(Y,T,k) (4.24a)

C(Y,k,k) d*(Y,T,k) - e(T+mY) d(Y,T+nyk) (4.24b)

Suppose we found 2m orthonormal solutions d(Y>T,k) (T • 1,2,...2m )

of equation (4.24) for some fixed value of k, then it follows from

equation (4.23a) that for pj*k the vectors d(Y»T,p) are given by

d(Y,T,p) - A(Y,p,k) d(Y,T,k) (4.25)

These vectors satisfy equation (4.18) as may be verified immediately,

Y • •

noting that P'. is a projection operator which projects on a subspace

of dimension 2m (see equation (2.26a)) and reasoning along the same

lines as above where we derived equation (3.8) from the equations

(4.4) and (4.5).

So the problem of solving equation (4.18) is reduced to the

problem of finding 2m orthonormal vectors d(Y»T,k) (T =• 1,2,..,2m )

which satisfy equation (4.24). This can be done as follows.

Let f be a non-zero column of A(Y,k,k), say the mn-th column:

l j i k ) i j i M B (4.26)

and let $ be the mn-th column of C(Y,k,k):

i j . . k ) ^ (4.27)

Then the following properties may be derived immediately from the
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equations (i

A(Y,

A(Y,

C(Y,

C(Y,

Therefore we

d(Y,

i.21) and (4

k,k)i/* « i/>

k,k)<(> = <f>

k . k ) t * - *

k.k)*" = -,

. r* =
= 0

may define

( A ( Y ,

.22):

A(Y ,k,k)mn

*

k,k) } j

nin aTTin

(4.28a)

(4.28b)

(4.28c)

(4.28d)

(4.28e)

(4.28f)

(4.29a)

and

d(Y,m + l,k) - =-* r ; (4.29b)
7 i

•i

} these vectors are orthonorraal and satisfy equation (4.24).

f If m > 2 we define A'(Y,k,k) and C'(Y,k,k) by

A'(Y.k.k) > A(Y,k,k) - d(Y,l,k) d" (Y,l,k)" d(Y,tyH ,k)d (Y.m^+l.k)

(4.30a)

C'(Y,k,k) « C(Y,k,k) - d(Y,I,k) d (Y,iyH,k)+ d(Y,mY+1 . k ) ^ , ! ,k)

(4.30b)

It is easy to check that the equations (4.21) and (4.22) (with p,q,r

and s all equal to k) hold as well for A'(Y,k»k) and C'(Y,k,k).

Therefore we obtain in the same way as above two orthonortnal vectors

d(Y,2,k) and d(Y,m +2,k) which satisfy

A'(Y,k,k) d(Y,2,k) - d(Y,2,k) (4.31a)

A^Y.k.k) d(Y,my+2,k) - d(Y,mY+2,k) (4.31b)
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C'(Y,k,k) d (Y,2,k) = -d(Y,m +2,k) (4.31c)

C'(Y,k,k) d (Y,mY+2,k) = d(Y,2,k) (4.31d)

Now since

A(Y,k,k) A'(Y,k,k) = A'(Y,k,k) (4.32a)

and

C(Y,k,k) C (Y.k.k) =-A'(Y,k,k) (4.32b)

we obtain from equation (4.31)

A(Y,k,k) d(Y,2,k) = d(Y,2,k) (4.33a)

A(Y,k,k) d(Y,m +2,k) • d(Y,m +2,k) (4.33b)

C(Y,k,k) d*(Y,n>Y+2,k) - d(Y,2,k) (4.33c)

C(Y,k,k) d (Y,2,k) - d(Y,mY+2,k) (4.33d)

lt Since A'(Y,k,k) d(Y,2,k) * A(Y,k,k) d(Y,2,k) equation (4.30a) gives

} {d(Y»l,k) d (Y»l>k) - d(Y,tn +l,k) d(Y,m +1 ,k} d(Y»2,k) •= 0.

By multiplying on the left with d (Y,l,k) we find, since

"d (Y,l,k) d(Y,l,k) - 1 and d (Y,l,k) d(Y,m +1,k) - 0, that

d (Y,l,k) d(Y,2,k) « 0; so d(Y,l,k) and d(Y,2,k) are orthogonal.

In the same way we may show that d(Y,l,k), d(Y,2,k), d(Y,m +1,k)

and d(Y,m +2,k) are orthonormal vectors.

Thus we indeed obtained correct solutions d(Y,2,k) and d(Y,m +2,k).

It is obvious that if m > 3 we may proceed in this way until 2m

orthonormal vectors satisfying equation (4.24) are obtained. The

solutions c(YtT,p) of equation (3.9) are then given by the equations

(4.25) and (4.17).

Let us finally consider equation (3.10). Since here D is of

type III it follows from the equations (2.24) and (3.6) that
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A(Y,p,q) A(Y,r,s) 6qr

B(Y,P,q) B (Y,r,s) - 6 A(Y,p,s)

A(Y.P,q) B(Y,r,s) B(Y,p,s)

B(Y,P.q) A (Y,r,s) = 6 B(Y,p,s)

Moreover, since PY = PY and QY' = QY i

pq qp pq qp

that

A (Y.P.q) = A(Y,q,p)

B (Y.P.q) = B(Y,q,p)

Since we know that the solutions of equation (3.10) satisfy the

orthogonality relations it follows that these solutions also satisfy

( p '

(VI

(p "

( p •)

Dllc

i. q)

C q)

o q)

C q)

>ws from

(4.34a)

(4.34b)

(4.34c)

(4.34d)

equation (3.6)

(4.35a)

(4.35b)

A(Y»P>q) c(Y,t,k) = 6 . C(Y,I

B(Y,P,q) cA(Y,T,k) = 6 C(Y,I

and, with p = q = k

A(Y,k,k) c(Y,T,k) » c(Y,T,k)

(p ̂  q)

(P * q)

(4.36a)

(4.36b)

(4.37)

Suppose we have found m orthonormal solutions c(Y»T,k) (T » 1,2,...,in )

of equation (4.37) for some fixed value of k then it follows from

equation (4.36) that for p O the vectors C(Y»T,P) are given by

C( Y,T,P) - A(Y,p,k) c(Y,T,k) (4.38a)

if p •>. k, and by

B(Y,p,k) c (4.38b)

if p i> k.

As in the preceding cases we can show that equation (3.10) is then

satisfied. So the problem of solving equation (3.10) is reduced to the

problem of finding ra orthonormal vectors c(Y,T,k) (T « l,2,...,m )
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which satisfy equation (A.37).

But this problem is exactly the same as the corresponding problem

for unitary representations of non-magnetic groups (van den Broek and

Cornwell (1978)), the solution being as follows: let i|» be a non-zero

column of A(Y,k,k), say the tnn-th column. Then

Define (if m > 2)

A(Y,k,k) - c(y,l,k) c

and take c(Y»2,k) equal to a normalised column of A'(Y,k,k).

(A.40)

In this way one may proceed until m orthonormal solutions c(Y»T,k)

(T = l,2,...,m ) of equation (4.37) are obtained.
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5. Summary of the method

The decomposition of the Kronecker product and the notation of the

Clebsch Gordan coefficients is given in equation (2.14) and the lines

below. For each D appearing in the decomposition the Clebsch Gordan

coefficients are calculated separately, the method depending on the type

of D Y.

Suppose D is of type I. We may choose k»l and we calculate the

matrices A(y,p,k) and B(y»pik) for 1<p<d from the equations (3.1) and

(3.6). The Clebsch Gordan coefficients are written as column matrices

with equation (3.7). We choose a diagonal element A(y,k,k) which
mn,mn

is not equal to zero. If A(y»k,k) is not equal to -B(v,k,k) then
mn,mn tnn

c(Y»l,k) is given by the equations (4.10), (4.7) and (4.8) and otherwise

by the equations (4.1J), (4.7) and (4.8). If m >2 then A'Oy.k.k) and

B'(Y»k,k) are obtained with equation (4.12) and from these matrices

c(v,2,k) is obtained in the same way as c(y,l,k) was obtained from

A(y,k,k) and B(y,k,k). This procedure is continued until c(-y,T,k) is known

for l<x<m . The remaining Clebsch Gordan coefficients are given by

equation (4.5).

Suppose D is of type II. We may choose k*l and we calculate the
d

matrices A(Y,p,k) and C(y>p»k) for l<p<^- from the equations (3.1), (3.6)

and (4.19). The Clebsch Gor.dan coefficients are written as column matrices

with the equations (3.7) and (4.17). We choose a diagonal element
A(y,k,k) which is not equal to zero. Then d(Y,l»k) is given by theinn, tnn

equations (4.29a) and (4.26); d(y,m +l,k) is given by the equations

(4.29b) and (4.27). If m >2 then A'(Y,k,k) and C(Y.ktk) are obtained

with equation (4.30) and from these matrices we obtain d(y,2,k) and

d(y,m +2,k) in the same way as we obtained d(y,l,k) and d(Y,m +l,k) from
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1

from A(Y,k,k) and C(Y,k»k). This procedure is continued until d(Y,T,k)

is known for l<T<2m . The remaining Clebsch Gordan coefficients are

given by equation (4.25).

Suppose D is of type III. We may choose k=l and we calculate the

matrices A(Y.p,k) and B(Y,p»k) for l<p<d from the equations (3.1) and

(3.6). The Clebsch Gordan coefficients are written as column matrices

with equation (3.7). We choose a diagonal element A(v,k,k) which
inn ,inn

is not equal to zero. Then c(Y,l,k) is given by the equations (4.39)

and (4.26). If ra >2 then A'(Y»k,k) is obtained with equation (4.40) and

we obtain c(Y»2,k) from A'(Y,k,k) in the same way as we obtained

c(Y,l,k) from A(Y,k,k). This procedure is continued until c(Y,T,k) is

known for l<T<m . The remaining Clebsch Gordan coefficients are given

" " y d d
by equation (4.38a) for 2<p< —• and by equation (4.38b) for —- <p<d .
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6. The Wigner Eckart theorem for finite magnetic groups

The Wigner Eckart theorem has been generalised for UA represen-

tations of finite magnetic groups by Aviran and Zak (1968). Here we

will give a derivation of the Wigner Eckart theorem which brings to

light the close connection with the lemma of Schur.

o

Let T be a UA representation in a Hilbert space H and let {<(>.}

(i = I, . .,d )and {<$*.} (j - l,..,d ) be orthonormal sets of

elements of H which transform under T according to the irreducible

UA representations D and D of G:

(5.1)

and similarly for {<j>T}. Let 0 be an irreducible tensor operator

transforming under T according to the irreducible UA representation

T(g) 0° T(g)"' - Z D° (g) 0* \Jge G

Da of G:

fck
(5.2)

We assume that the sets {<(i™}, {<)>.} and (0 } have been chosen in such
1 J K

a way that D , D and D^ are the fixed representatives of their

equivalence classes (which is always possible).

The elements 0. <j>. transform according to D Qj> D :

T(g) 0» *J
kS,

D B). (5.3)

If Da ® D is equivalent with the direct sum £ m D then the

elements 4>n'T(ni t 0; T « I,2,...m , p - l,..d ) , defined by
pi i n

p i 1 \ 1 J I p / 1 J
1 J

where the
n T

p

(5.4)

are the Clebsch Gordan coefficients, transform
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1

according to

t G (5.5)

We are interested in the matrix elements

We have

0. $.)
1 J

a 6

i j

n

P
(5.6)

Define the matrix U by U, • (<fr7,'l'n'T)
Kp K. p

One verifies immediately that

DY(g) U8 - U Dn(g) tfgSG (5.7)

Therefore, if y f n, U is equal to the zero matrix (Dimmock 1963);

if Y * n then from the generalised lemma of Schur it follows that U

has the form of the equation (2.9).

From equation (5.6) it follows that the Wigner Eckart theorem now

reads as follows:

if D is of type I then

• 6 1 Y T\
(5.8)<• <* •!> »<„

y

where X (T) are real numbers which do not depend on i,j and k;

if DY is of type II then

vvk' l y j '

if k < _y , and

y 0 4
• k. 0. ^

T\I

a 3
(5.9a)

I.
Y T Y T

k- \
2

(5.9b)

if Y < k < d , where X (T) and u (T) are complex numbers which
2 ~ Y Y Y

do not depend on i,j and k;
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if DT is of type III then

if k < _y » and

Y T

k
(5.10a)

(5.10b)

if _j_ < k < d , where A (T) are complex numbers which do not depend
2 " Y Y

on i, j and k.

Since the generalised lemma of Schur does not hold in general if the

irreducible UA representations are not on standard form the Wigner

Eckart theorem as formulated above will also not be valid in general

for irreducible UA representations which are not on standard form.
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